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SPORTS
Calloway Schools

Buchanan will
be interim
superintendent
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer

Fick, Eagles
deny Racers
in 86-78 win
Page 6
LOCAL

CCHS named by
state as one of
448 pacesetters
Calloway County High
School has been named a Kentucky Pacesetter by the state's
department of education.
Fewer than a third of the
schools across the state (448)
received the honor by meeting
or exceeding their academic
improvement goals in two accountability cycles of the KIRIS
tests.
The department of education
also gave CCHS a successful
rating during Accountability
Cycle 2.

NATIONAL

Indiana releases
gambling figures
EVANSVILLE, Ind. (AP) —
Gamblers bet an impressive
$1.1 billion over the past 12
months aboard the first riverboat casino to open in Indiana,
and the company kept nearly
$110 million in profits, according to figures released today.
The December revenue reports from the Indiana Gaming
Commission gave the first look
at how a riverboat casino fares
in the state over an entire year.
The Aztar Corp., which carries
up to 2,500 passengers, officially opened Dec. 8, 1995, in
Evansville.
Indiana's most popular riverboats continue to be the three
in northwestern Indiana, outside Chicago.

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Tlmes photo

KEEPING THE MEMORY ALIVE: A group of 40 people, including students and county residents,
participated In a candlelight march around the Murray State University campus Monday evening In memory of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Yesterday marked the annual observance of the slain civil rights leader's
birthday.

Events honor King's memory
By The Associated Press
On the federal holiday honoring Martin Luther King Jr.,
some Kentuckians took time
off, some attended events meant
to evoke the memory of the
slain civil rights leader, and
some went about the day as
usual.
Commemoration of the coun-

try's newest federal holiday —
it became one in 1986 — is still
evolving. Many businesses
don't close as they do on Labor
Day and Memorial Day, and 11
school districts in Kentucky
still held classes. According to
the Democracy Resource Center
in Lexington, offices of at least
36 Kentucky county governments were open on Monday.

Students at Kentucky Wesleyan College conducted a
peaceful sit-in to protest the
college's lack of events to mark
the holiday.
"I just think the school
should acknowledge it," said
Jenni Vaughan, a Trigg County
O See Page 2

The Calloway County School
Board unanimously approved the
appointment of former Lyon
County School Superintendent
Tom Buchanan as interim superintendent for the school district
during a special meeting Monday
night.
Buchanan, a resident of Eddyville, was selected from a list of
three candidates to temporarily
fill the vacancy left by outgoing
Superintendent Dr. Jack Rose.
Rose, 53, will leave the school
district at the end of the month to
assume the superintendent's post
in the Maury County School System in Columbia, Tenn.
No stranger to interim positions, Buchanan recently served
as an interim principal at Calloway's North Elementary School.
He has also served in other interim capacities since retiring
from the Lyon County School
System.
The board, which chose Buchanan in a 5-0 vote, valued experience when searching for a temporary replacement, according to
its members.

"We thought that we had three
excellent candidates who were all
equally qualified for the job,"
said board chairman Tim Stone.
"But we just felt like he (Buchanan) had many years of experience and was better suited to our
needs at this time.
"We're not looking for someone to come in here and make
any major decisions. We just
want to maintain an even keel until a permanent replacement can
be hired."
Board member Mark Winchester agreed with Stone's assessment of Buchanan.
"I think we were all pretty
much in agreement that he was
the one for the job," he said. "It
was so close that it was hard to
narrow down any one thing, but
we felt that knowledge and experience played a big factor. It's
going to be difficult to fill Dr.
Rose's shoes, but we feel he can
do a very thorough job."
While an interim candidate has
been secured, the search for a
permanent superintendent is just

III See Page 2

Parks board
looks at sites
for YMCA building
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Future plans for the MurrayCalloway Park headlined discussions at a meeting of the board
Monday night.
Much of the discussion centered around the location of a
proposed sports/physical fitness
facility, which could come from a
proposed merger between the
Murray Family YMCA and the
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
Parks Director Gary Hohman
told the Ledger that a fivemember planning committee had
been appanted by board Chairman Dr. Rob Williams to discuss
which of two locations would be
better suited for the facility.
The committee, which consists
of chairman Patti Freeman, Jim
Baurer, David Taylor, Cliff Fin-

ney and Bill Bailey, talked about
their previous meeting with the
parks board.
According to Hohman, the two
locations in question include a
tract of land on the corner of 8th
and Chestnut streets and a spot
on Arcadia Drive, both of which
are currently occupied by baseball fields within the park system.
"What we are wanting the
committee to do is look at both
sites and see which one is the
most suitable for a recreational
facility," said Hohman. "One
question we have is 'How will it
affect the replacement of the existing facilities?"
Hohman said the land on Arcadia Drive, which holds the
smaller of the two fields, would

• See Page 2

WEATHER
This afternoon...Cloudy
breezy and warmer with a 50
percent chance of showers.
High near 60. Southwest wind
15 to 25 mph.
Tonight...Showers and a
few thunderstorms. Breezy.
Low around 50. Southwest
wind 15 to 25 mph and gusty.
Rain chance 80 percent.
Wednesday...Showers and
thunderstorms ending. Breezy.
Morning high in the lower 50s
with falling temperatures in
the afternoon.
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Volunteers work
as child advocates
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) — court judges.
Those recommendations will
Betsy Morton is a young college
student with a job and a child of affect whether a child remains in
her own, but she doesn't think the home, is put in foster care or
twice about taking time to volun- is put up for adoption.
teer to work as a court-appointed
The need for those types of
child advocate.
"I come from a family of six services has been underscored in
kids, all adopted," said Ms. Mor- Kentucky by the death of an inton, 23. "It gives you a love of fant in Paducah. The girl's
kids. It doesn't matter how much mother and step-father have, been
you have going on, you make charged in the death. Social
time for them. They need you and workers said the step-father had
at least two previous felony conyou need them."
Ms. Morton and 12 others in victions for molesting children,
Daviess County are volunteers and the mother only last month
with CASA, Court Appointed had obtained an emergency proSpecial Advocates. CASA is a tective order against him.
national program that uses volun- - - In Owensboro, volunteer Cindy
teers to work with dependent, ne- Robinson made her first recomglected or abused children and
make recommendations to district • See Page 2

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

NOTHING BUT NET: Mark Daniel of 10th Street in Murray uses his day off from school to practice
his three-point shot Monday afternoon.

Greenspan warns of inflation
By MARTIN CRUTSINGER
AP Economics Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Federal Reserve Chairman Alan
Greenspan said today the economy surpassed expectations in
1996 but warned that the good
news on inflation may be ending
as low unemployment leads to
rising wage demands.
In his first testimony to Congress on the state of the economy
in six months, Greenspan gave a
generally upbeat assessment of
recent developments.
"The overall performance of
the U.S. economy has continued
to surpass most forecasters' ex-
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pectations," Greenspan said in
testimony to the Senate Budget
Committee.
But he let it be known that the
central bank is on heightened
alert that at some 'point the low
unemployment rate will spawn
inflationary pressures.
Private economists viewed
Gre,enspan's comments today as a
clear signal that the Federal Reserve's next move will be to
tighten interest rates, a development that would send up borrowing costs for millions of consumers and businesses.
"Greenspan is certainly preparing the markets for a possible

tightening move. He leaves no
question about that," said David
Jones, chief financial economist
at Aubrey G. Lanston & Co. in
New York.
The remarks briefly trigged a
sell-off on Wall Street as the
Dow Jones industrial average slid
34 points. But by late morning,
the blue-chip gauge had recovered and was up 10 points from
Monday's close.
David Wyss, chief economist
at DRI-McGraw Hill Inc., said he
expected the Fed, which has not
raised rates in two years. will
MI See Page 2
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Greenspan...
FROM PAGE 1
probably make three small
quarter-point increases in rates
this year.
"Inflation is not an urgent kind
of problem right now that would

justify jacking up rates quickly,"
he said. The Fed is more likely
to tap on the brakes rather than
slam on the brakes."
Analysts continued to predict
no change in rates at the Fed's
next meeting on Feb. 3-4 but said
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an increase could come as soon
as the March meeting.
In his testimony, Greenspan
emphasized that inflationary pressures have not yet become evident even though the current recovery is now the third longest in
history and has driven unemployment down to 5.3 percent, near a
seven-ye,ar low.
But the Fed chief noted that
the central bank, whose primary
mission is to keep inflation at
bay, must be forward-looking in
setting policy since higher interest rates only work with a time
lag, generally believed to be nine
months to a year.
"The question is, of course,
where do we go from here?"

Agency Manager, Ray T. Broach; Agent, Bob Cornelison

75341703

310 South 4th St.
Murray, Ky.

Wintertime
Service Special

FROM PAGE 1
beginning.
The board formally announced
the five persons who will serve
on the screening committee.
Those persons include Calloway County High School Principal Jerry Ainley, board member
Steve Grogan, Calloway Middle
School teacher Patricia Lassiter,
North Elementary teacher Donna
Whitfield and parent Danny
Claibourne.
According to Stone, the screening committee will review applications and make a recommenda-

McKee! Equipment
Co., Inc.

mcndation on another, unrelated
case to District Judge Robert
Goebel last week. She was surprised that he took the time to
read the entire two-page report in
open court.
"I didn't realize our recom-=
mendations would carry such
weight," said Marian Smith,
another volunteer who's made
numerous court appearances on
behalf of an infant.
Goebel found Ms. Robinson's
report very helpful and praised
the volunteers. "There was information on the child's family and
parents that I needed to know,"
Goebel said. "They appear to be
really dedicated folks."
The program's been in existence in Owensboro only three
months. But there's already a
waiting list of children who need
CASA volunteers. Goebel said he
couldn't get a volunteer last week
because they were all working
with children.
Laurie Morton, CASA program
director, said the 13 local volunteers have served 21 children so
far.
Ramona Bullis, a clerk at a
local truck stop, said she volunteered because she got tired of
reading newspaper reports from
around the country about children
returned to their parents only to
be killed.
She's seen success working
with an 8-year-old boy and is
confident the problems won't re-

Pick 3
1-3-5
Pick 4
9-8-3-4
Cash 5
7-22-25-28-31
Sponsored by:

Shell

503 Walnut St. • 753-3062

Hi-Energy Weight Control
For Both Men 6 Women
767-0780
Pam Darnell of
Jackson, TN
lost 55V2 lbs!!!
For a limited time,
take advantage of our
anniversary specials!!
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tion to the school board within 30
days after the application deadline expires Feb. 27. The board
has until July 1 to name Rose's
successor.
"Naturally, we want to interact
with you in order to make the
right decisions," Stone told members of the screening committee.
"We want a strong leader who
has a strong fiscal background
and the required qualifications.
We want you to screen each application and do a phone background check on each candidate.
We have up to 30 days to make a

II AdvocateS.••turn.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
)lawn and garden
All KIJI)01.1
tractor parts, labor and oils thru
February 28, 1997, when work is performed
in our service facility.

main inflation gauge, the Consumer Price Index, overstates inflation and thus provides toogenerous cost--of-living increases
for Social Security and other benefit programs — Greenspan restated his view that the current
CPI is flawed.
He spoke favorably of the
work done by an advisory commission headed by Stanford economist Michael Boskin and said
that research at the Fed supported
the view that the CPI overstates
inflation.
Greenspan launched the current
debate over the government's
primary inflation gauge by stating
two years ago that he believed
the CPI had a significant upward

bias.
Economists have begun to believe that the central bank will
soon start raising interest rates.
They point to a rash of recent statistics suggesting economic
growth, as measured by the gross
domestic product, was expanding
at an annual rate of 3.5 percent to
4 percent in the final three
months of the year, up from a 2.2
percent rate last summer.
With the current expansion already the third longest in history,
many economists believe the Fed
will not long accept growth
above the 2.5 percent mark, fearing that it will set off a round of
inflationary price and wage
increases.

decision. When those 30 days are
up, you will bring your recommendations to the board with a
rating system of 1-6," he said.
The final members of the
screening committee were elected
last week, but the process for a
new superintendent began with
the placement of an advertisement in local and state
publications.
The ad requires applicants to
have Kentucky certification for
superintendent of schools and to
be available for employment no
later than July 1. A minimum salary of $75,000 was set, but the
actual salary could vary depending on the experience and background of the candidate, the ad
said.
Stone offered no timetable for
having a permanent replacement.
"After the 30 days are up,
we've still got time," he told the
Ledger. "We can make a decision
anytime before July 1, but we
want to check with community
leaders and officials first before

we do that."
Even though the board and
screening committee have a reasonable length of time, Winchester said there is a sense of
urgency to name a replacement.
"I think it's something that we
really need to get to work on,"
said Winchester. "When you look
at it, this school year is really almost over. We don't want to rush
into anything, but we do want to
act quickly to get the right person
in here."
Board and screening committee
member Steve Grogan said he
feels good about the upcoming
search.
"I think we've got some good
people on the committee that I
think can all work together to get
this thing done, " said Grogan in
a Ledger interview. "We need to
find somebody who has experience, has a strong educational
and fiscal background and can
serve as a leader in this community. I would also like to see us
hire someone from Kentucky."

urray
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"My family has come a
long way," she said.
Ms. Smith, the volunteer, had
to make a recommendation to remove a child from its 18-year-old
mother just before Christmas.
"That was very, very difficult,"
Ms. Smith said. "The training
helped me to focus on the child.
It would have been easy to concentrate on mom's needs."
The mother was homeless
when Ms. Smith recommended to
the judge the child be removed,
she said. "I cried all the way
home and I didn't sleep all
night," Ms. Smith said. "The
next day when I woke up, snow
was on the ground. I knew that
baby was in a safe, warm place."
The child has since been returned, and things are working
well, Ms. Smith said.
Ms. Smith said she's been involved with various charitable
groups during the years and considers CASA one of the most
worthwhile.
"I don't have time to waste
time," Ms. Smith said. "This has
felt like every minute has been
well spent."

II Parks...
FROM PAGE 1
be a better option for the parks
board.
"The lot on 8th and Chestnut
will present the largest problem
for us to relocate a large baseball
field," he said. "There is no area
in the park large enough to relocate that field.
"In that case, we would either
have to disrupt the soccer field
development or acquire additional property that we do not
have at this time. Either way,
we're going to have to relocate a
field. The lesser of the two evils
would be the one on Arcadia
Drive."
A decision on which property
would be used would fall to the
city council or the owner of the
property, said Hohman.
"The board, by virtue of its
composition, acts as an agency
under the city council," he explained. "Ultimately, the decision
would fall back on the agencies
with recommendations from the
board."

King.••
FROM PAGE 1
freshman. "A day off from classes isn't enough. We want maybe
a guest lecturer or something" to
commemorate King.
A dozen or so students sat in
chairs or on the floor in the lobby
of the college's Administration
Building. One student, Ellerson
Pork,' estimated that another 30
students did not attend classes
Monday. Wesleyan has a total enrollment of more than 700 fulltime and part-time students.
School President Wesley Poling met with the students and
praised their peaceful means "to
raise our consciousness."
"I think the college needs to
do more to honor the memory of
Martin Luther King," Poling
said. "I hope what we'll do is
we'll find some way to honor his
memory in appropriate ways.... I
have no ill will with these kids. I
think they're right on."
In another protest, a group
from the Justice Resource Center
in Louisville went to Taylorsville
on Monday to stage a prayer vigil
in front of the Spencer County
Board of Education. The Rev.
Louis Coleman, who led the
vigil, said the group was there to
protest the decision by Spencer
County officials to hold classes
on the holiday to make up a snow
day.
About 15 parents joined the
group that met outside the
board's offices.
Coleman said he met with
Spencer County Superintendent
John Thompson, who assured him
that King's birthday would be
honored in the future.
In western Kentucky, Henderson County Judge-Executive
Sandy Watkins said the decision
to keep county offices open on
the holiday was an oversight.
Watkins said he would make sure
county employees would get the
day off next year.
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Greenspan said. "Can we continue to achieve significant gains
in real activity while avoiding inflationary excesses?"
He said that widespread job insecurities have kept wage pressures constrained even though labor markets arc tight. But repeating a forecast he made a year
ago, "At some point in the future, the tradeoff of subdued
wage growth for job security has
to come to an end."
He said that there had been a
recent pickup in some measures
of wages that "suggests that the
transition may already be running
its course."
On a currently hot budget topic
— whether the government's
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Elk at home on the range

Murray Ledger 8r Times
WALTER L. APPERSON

GINA HANCOCK

Publish( r

Managing Editor

The weather was so mild in west
Kentucky between Christmas and
New Year's Eve, the forsythia were
nearly fooled into early bloom. So
on Dec. 27, when Marc Cope,
Gerald Chambers and Mel Site: left
Benton, Kentucky, hauling Chambers' trailer and heading north, they
may have had some thoughts of
spring.
Thirteen-hundred miles later, it
was crystal clear that crocuses
would not be douing the icy Dakota
landscape with splashes ofcolor any
time soon. In fact, when they hit
Edmonton on the 29th, the truck's
headlight switch was burned out and
arctic-like conditions clogged the
crankcase.
Weeks before the trio left for
Canada, biologists at Elk Island
National Park were getting ready for
their arrival. Thirteen elk, six of
them slated for Land Between The
Lakes (LBL), were trapped and
prepped for a taxing journey. Their
antlers, which will grow back when
spring really comes, were painlessly
sawed off. The biggest bull sported
a 6 by 6 point spread.

ALICE ROUSE
General Manager

'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.

ANALYSIS

Questions will still
loom over Gingrich
after punishment
By ALAN FRAM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Newt Gingrich's problems are not all
going away after the House metes out its punishment. He will have
clearly diminished clout with colleagues and may face potentially
crippling investigations by the Justice Department and Internal Revenue Service.
Gingrich's ability to call in political chits from House Republicans will be curtailed because he now owes many of them for taking the risk of re-electing him as speaker. In addition, Democratic
attacks and possible future federal investigations loom as an ongoing drain on his time and energy and a distraction from legislative
matters.
Though none will discuss it publicly, some GOP lawmakers say
that if additional damaging revelations emerge, it wouldn't take
much for Republicans to question whether the Georgian should retain the spe,akership. And, again speaking privately, some lobbyists
say they worry about how effectively Gingrich will be able to deliver on his party's pro-business agenda.
"There isn't any question this whole thing has diminished his
political clout," said Ronald M. Peters, director of the Carl Albert
Congressional Research and Studies Center at the University of
Oklahoma. "He won't be able to be the same speaker he was in the
last Congress."
It was also possible that special counsel James M. Cole's report
on Gingrich's activities, released Friday, would trigger fresh doubts
among House Republicans. Gingrich and his allies have promised
rank-and-file lawmakers that there will be no additional damaging
revelations.,
Gingrich has admitted breaking House rules by not getting
adequate legal advice about using tax-exempt contributions for political purposes, and by giving untrue information to the ethics
panel.
Spokesmen for the Justice Department and Internal Revenue Service declined comment Friday on whether their agencies will investigate Gingrich's activities.
The House was scheduled to vote Tuesday on penalizing Gina
grich. Even if it follows the course agreed upon by Cole and Gingrich's lawyers — a reprimand and a $300,000 fine that would allow Gingrich to remain as speaker — Democrats are not going to
help end his problems.
Speaking on condition of anonymity, one House Democratic official said leaders had decided to force a number of votes over the
next few months aimed at questioning Gingrich's qualifications to
continue leading the chamber.
"I admire the loyalty Republicans showed the speaker" in reelecting him, George Stephanopoulos, former adviser to President
Clinton and now an ABC News analyst, said on the network Friday. "But politically, it was probably dumb in the long run. It's
going to be a talking point for the Democrats for some time."
Realizing the partisan attacks that lay ahead, GOP lawmakers reelected Gingrich as speaker anyway on Jan. 7 with only nine of 227
Republicans defecting. That was only the latest indication that,
though bruised, Gingrich's ability to influence his colleagues is far
from gone.
He remains the undisputed political and ideological leader of
House Republicans. Last fall, even amid broad public unpopularity,
he was their best money raiser and most tireless campaigner.
And though he now has hampered abilities to call in political
IOU's, colleagues and observers say he remains a master of persuasion, able to win votes with appeals for loyalty to the GOP's ideals.
"He's still the speaker," said former House Minority Leader
Bob Michel, R-111. "He'll be able to say, 'If you're going to be a
force, you have to stick together on the same, fundamental issues
the party cares about."'
Yet even without his ethics case, Gingrich faced a new Congress
this month in which his role as supreme leader was diminished
from two years ago.
Then, he led a euphoric GOP in its first takeover of the House in
four decades. He muscled an ambitious Republican legislative
agenda through the chamber in a remarkable first 100 days, and
pre-empted a confused Clinton as Washington's most powerful
poi:tician.
But after two government shutdowns and a resounding throttling
by Clinton in the budget war, Republicans were entering 1997 in a
more conciliatory stance. And the Gingrich who once wrested
power from committee chairmen and single-handedly ordered that
legislation be rewritten was this year seeing power flow back to
those same chairmen.
"He artificially, for a while, politically elevated himself," said
Bill Connelly, a professor of politics at Washington and Lee University in Lexington, Va. "Even extracting his ethics woes, Newt
Gingrich was going to have to come down from that."

On Jan. 2, the day the threesome
and their precious cargo started the
first leg of the homeward journey,
the temperature ranged between
minus-5 and minus-15. Snow was
piled high on the sides of the road,
but highways were clear when the
entourage re-entered the U.S. There
were, however, rumors of a storm.

MAIN STREET

Constance Alexander
Ledger & nines coltunnist
By the time they got to Carrington,
North Dakota, Interstate 29 was
closed. The east-west route, 1-94,
was also shut down. After carefully
evaluating their alternatives, Cope,
Chambers and Suter opted to stay
put.
For the next 30 hours, the three
watched the Weather Channel and
made phone calls from their motel
room to find out about road conditions off the In terstates. Throughout
their unscheduled stop, the elk had
plenty of hay to feed on, and their
water container was filled with
melting snow. To minimize the
stress on the animals, a tarpaulin
draped over the trailer filtered out
unnecessary distractions and helped
reduce noise.
Finally, on Saturday, Jan. 4,
Federal Highway 281 was open.
The three men, longtime hunting
buddies, checked out and headed
south. By daylight Monday, the
troupe came through St. Louis after
driving all night. By 1:30 p.m. on
the 6th, when the elk were released
onto the prairie at LBL, they had

been on the road 28 continuous
hours.
Though extreme,the weather was
not exactly the most nerve-wracking part of the trip according to
Cope, a TVA Wildlife Biologist.
"Being snowed in was the hardest,"
he claims. "For awhile, it was a'Go'
or 'No go' decision. Staying put
ended up to be the best choice. If
we'd gone on ahead while the
interstates were still opened, we
would have ended up reacting to
road closings instead."
'Me highlight of the grueling
4500-mile trek was the very last act
— releasing 6 splendid bulls on 750
acres of grassy barrens at LBL.
According to Cope,stress-related
conditions could affect the new
arrivals, but he points out that
special measures were taken to
eliminate some of the rigors of the
journey, including transporting the
animals earlier than last year and
injecting them with special mineral
supplements. Weather conditions
rendered one stress-saving component of the plan impossible — to

Jan. 13 — The Dallas Morning News, on Paula Jones case:
Should the president of the United States be immune from prosecution for illegal acts he may have committed before becoming
president?
That is the question before the U.S. Supreme Court ... as it considers Paula Jones' sexual harassment suit against President
Clinton.
The answer is: No, the president — any president — should not
be immune.
The federal appeals court that ruled the case should proceed was
correct: The Constitution did not create a monarch: it created a citizen president.
The Supreme Court should uphold the principle that all citizens,
even presidents, are answerable to justice. This does not mean that
people should be free to harass presidents with frivolous lawsuits.
In all circumstances, reasonable attempts should be made to determine whether lawsuits have merit before they are allowed to be
adjudicated.

Jan. 15 — The Daily Oklahoman, Oklahoma City, on wild
horses:
It's time to rein in the multimillion-dollar, federal wild horse
"adoption" program.
At least, changes are., in orderthat would buck off government
employees and others who have found questionable ways to make
some bucks by abusing the wild horse protection program.
This is obvious from an investigative report by The Associated
Press showing the program created by Congress to save the lives of
wild horses is instead leading about 90 percent of the thousands of
animals rounded up each year to slaughterhouses where they are
chopped into cuts of meat and exported to some foreign countries
for human consumption.
... There is something wrong here, and it should be corrected.
Even Clifford Hansen, 84, a former U.S. senator from Wyoming
who introduced the bill creating the program 25 years ago, now
wishes he could remove his name from the legislation.
... Taxpayers should not have to keep picking up the hefty tab for
a program when its original intent is being circumvented.

A search for history
WASHINGTON (AP) — It had
been 60 years since a Democratic
president last celebrated an inaugural sequel, so Bill Clinton
placed his hand on the family
Bible on Monday assured of at
least that niche in history. But his
legacy remains as uncertain at the
dawn of his second term as it was
when he took the oath four years
ago.
Putting that first term of inconsistency behind him, Clinton
spoke in awe of the historic
threshold that will frame his presidency — the dawn of the 21st
Century.
"A moment that will define
our course — and our character
— for decades to come," he
ca1ted-11-But what Of a -a-Bang
moment for him, America's
youthful leader of so many seeming contradictions? Given a second chance, but with a Republican Congress as his chaperone,
where will Clinton's search for
history lead the nation?
The possibilities are many; the
path to achieve uncertain.
Perhaps a balanced budget and,
as a result, a redefined Democratic Party, freed of its tax-andspend label. Maybe Middle East
peace or some other landmark
success abroad. Steps to put Social Security and Medicare on firmer financial footing are being
discussed.
Or, perhaps, it will be a distinction less coveted, some blemish or scar from investigations
into questionable Democratic
fund-raising or past dealings in
Arkansas.
His own thoughts squarely on
earning a place in history, Clinton called for in end to "the p0-

U.S. REP. Ed Whitfield
202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4143 (Washington)
US. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

NEWS ANALYSIS

JOHN KING
Associated Press Writer
litics of petty bickering and extreme partisanship."
The prospect of bipartisan
cooperation will be sorely tested
in the weeks ahead, as Clinton
unveils his budget and seeks a
fresh start with Republican congressional leaders he cast as callous and mean spirited in his reelection campaign.
The target for many such barbs
was House Speaker Newt Gingrich, like Clinton both a student
of history and a man whose foibles often overshadow his considerable talents. Eager for a fresh
start of his own, the speaker was
in a forgiving mood on Inauguration Day.
"While we may disagree on
some things, here you are among
friends," Gingrich told Clinton
and Vice President Al Gore at the
traditional Capitol luncheon.
Such a cooperative tone is
likely to echo through Feb. 4,
when Clinton delivers his State of
the Union address. But there already are myriad signs of the
conflict that will follow Clinton's
budget submission two days later.
Throughout late 1995 and
1996, Clinton pummelled Republicans for their plan to significantly control Medicare spending
as part of a blueprint for balancing the budget. In 1997, Republicans want Clinton to take the lead

in proposing significant Medicare
reforms, but Clinton has decided
to push more modest savings. Republicans are in no mood for
another major fight on the issue,
but already are accusing Clinton
of budgetary gimmicks.
Clinton, in turn, says Republicans are opening the new year
with a gimmick of their own — a
constitutional amendment requiring a balanced budget. Senate
Majority Leader Trent Lott
warned over the weekend that
Clinton's team was putting the
bipartisan spirit at risk with
"hysterical" attacks on this GOP
priority.
Clinton and Republicans also
are at odds over the administration's plan to cut defense spending, money that Clinton needs to
pay for tax cuts promised in last
year's campaign as well as a bigger education budget and other
Democratic domestic priorities.
Still, Lott and Gingrich said
they were optimistic of reaching
an agreement, and Clinton
sounded more like a Republican
than a Democrat at times in his
speech, promising a leaner government that "lives within its
means, and does. more with less."
But as Clinton labors to resolve his differences with the Republicans, there will be pressures
from Democrats as well, begin-
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Thc Elk & Bison Prairie, a restoration of native habitat and wildlife,
is opened all year from dawn to
dusk. There is a $3 admission fee.
For additional information contact
LBL at 502-924-2000.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP

Attention Washington!

•

drive straight from Canada to Kentucky, stopping only to switch drivers.
What do three men do when
stranded in a small motel in North
Dakota? "They tell stones," Cope
says. But since this threesome made
the same trip last winter, to bring
original 29 elk to LBL for the
opening of the Elk & Bison Prairie,
Cope admits, "We'd already told
some of our stories before."
For both trips, Gerald Chambers,
owner of a Benton construction
company, and Mel Suer, owner of
Cedar Hills Grocery, volunteered
their time and expertise. Use of
Chambers' trailer was also donated.
When asked about how the elk
are adjusting to their new Kentucky
home, Cope says the transplants
were sighted with the rest of the
herd within hours of release. He also
explains that the LBL elk are much
better off than those left behind in
Canada.
"If the LBL boys could send a
postcard back to their friends, who
are running around in belly-deep
snow trying to find food, they'd
probably say, 'Come to Kentucky.
There's plenty to eat and it's war-
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ning with demands for major
changes to the welfare law Clinton signed last year. Clinton has
pledged to restore $16 billion in
cut welfare funding, but Republicans are in no mood for major
changes.
"You were elected by the poor
and the humble people," Jesse
Jackson reminded Clinton at a
prayer service Monday morning.
Several lawmakers concerned
about Social Security's solvency
had hoped Clinton would use the
national stage of his inauguration
to push specific solutions, including changes in the way the government calculates inflation. But
the president, chastened by failure to deliver the biggest promise of his first term — health care
for all — would not go along,
only promising vaguely to be part
of the reform effort.
He was vague as well on the
issue of campaign finance reform,
an area of considerable disagreement between the political parties
and an issue Clinton pushed in
his 1992 campaign but largely ignored as president until his
party's fund-raising came under
scrutiny last year.
Overseas, there were fresh reminders of Russian President
Boris Yeltsin's fragile health, and
the prospect of political upheaval
when China takes control of
Hong Kong later this year.
All this uncertainty, however,
did not deter Clinton from grand
thoughts of how he might be one
day be remembered and he
wished aloud near the end of his
speech. "Let Us shape the hope
of this day into the noblest chapter of our history."
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is pleased to announe

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Gregory Neal, M.D.
General Surgeon
has joined the medical staff. Dr. Neal's office is
located at 1323 East Wood Street in the
Eastwood Clinic Building.
Dr. Neal has
been recognized
for his skill in
Laparascopic
surgery and
trauma and
critical care
management by
the faculty at
Memorial
Medical Center
In Savannah,
Georgia(where
he completed
his
internship /
Gregory E. Neal, M.D.
and reiil4cy-3.
General Surgeon

Martin's Chapel plans study
Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church Women will have a
special study of "The Life of John Wesley" on Wednesday, Jan. 22,
at 1:30 p.m. at the church, located on Martin's Chapel Road off Wiswell Road. Jo Beth Robertson will lead the study. All interested persons are invited.

Barbie Doll Club on Wednesday
Barbie Doll Club of West Kentucky will meet Wednesday, Jan.
22, at 4:30 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. The public is
invited to attend.

Compassionate Friends will meet
Compassionate Friends' Support Group will meet Thursday, Jan.
23, at 7 p.m. in the hospital board room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. This group is comprised of those who have lost an infant,
child, or young adult through accident, illness, sudden infant death
syndrome (SIDS), stillbirths or miscarriages. For more information
call Director of Pastoral Care Mike Rumble at 762-1274 or Coordinator of Compassionate Friends Hilda Bennett at 498-8324.

Magazine Club to meet Thursday

•

The Murray Magazine Club will meet Thursday, Jan. 23, at 2 p.m.
at Dumplin's, South 12th Street, Murray. Eva Morris, president,
urges all members to attend.

Lori Lynn Hasselbring
and Paul Edward Butler

SS representative here Thursday

Hasselbring and Butler
vows to be said Feb. 8
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Butler of 58 Austin Ct., Murray, announce
the engagement and forthcoming marriage of their son, Paul Edward
Butler of Casper, Wyo., to Lori Lynn Hasselbring of Los Alamos,
N.M., daughter of Elmer and Martha Hasselbring of Newkirk, Okla.
The prospective groom is a graduate of Texas A&M University,
College Station, Texas. He is a project engineering manager for HMT
Inc. at Tulsa, Okla.
The future bride attended Northern Oklahoma College, She is currently employed as a registered nurse at Los Alamos Medical Center
ICU.
The wedding vows will be exchanged at Christ's Church, Newkirk,
Okla., on Saturday, Feb. 8, 1997.

We are pleased to announce that Sge Hall
is turning alterations inside out!

Murray-Calloway County Need
Line is launching a Food Budgeting Workshop to promote proper
nutrition within ;truggling
families.
The program is designed to
provide super saver information
and hands-on activities to participants about nutrition and federal food programs.
The workshop is free and will
be offered at the Weaks Community Center on Thursdays from
10 to 11:30 a.m. beginning Feb. 5
and ending March 20.
Hunger and undcrnutrition are
common among children in Kentucky. According to a recent
study by Tuft's University Center
on Hunger, Poverty and Nutrition
Police, Kentucky has the seventh
highest rate of childhood hunger
in the nation. Hungry and undernourished children not only get
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Save On All
Heart Shaped
Jewelry

30%40% OFF._Shaped
50% OFF
50% OFF
30% OFF
50% OFF
50% OFF

East committee will meet
The Curriculum Committee of the East Elementary School Sitebased Decision Making Council will mdeet Thursday, Jan. 23, at
3:30 p.m. in the school library. The public is invited.

NARFE will meet on Friday
Members of NARFE, the National Association of Retired Federal
Employes, will meet Friday, Jan. 24, at 10 a.m. at Calloway County
Public Library, according to Glen Sims, president. Eic Kelleher, director of Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Association, will
present the program. Members are urged to attend and to note the
change in time and place of the meeting.

Need Line to sponsor
food budgeting study

Are your new clothes from Christmas not fitting?
Sue and The Edge will be offering alterations on men's,
women's & children's dothes. This is only for a short
time so call us today to check out this great offer!

he

A representative from the Social Security office will be at Calloway Public Library on Thursday, Jan. 23, from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. He will be available to help with filing claims and answering
questions.

Camp #1460 of SCV to meet Saturday
Tilghman-Beauregard Camp #1460 Sons of Confederate Veterans
will have its annual Lee-Jackson dinner on Saturday, Jan. 25, at 6
p.m. at Water Valley Community Center at Water Valley. The cost
will be $8 per person. Chaplain Joe Thorn of the Lloyd Tilghman
Camp in Paducah will give the program. If you wish to attend, call
Cletus Murphy at 1-502-653-5951 or Sandy Forrest at 753-9688.
Reenactors are encouraged to dress out for this gathering.

physically sick faster and more
often, they often suffer from poor
social skills and school
performance.
•
The Food Budgeting Workshkop is six Thursday mornings
that cover the food guide pyramid, the new food label, diet and
disease connection and super
saver food budgeting tips.

Spaghetti supper on Saturday
A spaghetti supper will be held at St. Leo Catholic Church Parish
Center on Saturday, Jan., 25, from 5 to 8 p.m. The menu will include spaghetti, salad, bread, dessert and drink. Tickets are $5 for
adults, $4 for senior citizens, 60 or older, $3 for children, 5 to 12
years, and free to children under 4. Tickets will be available at the
door or call 759-4375 or 489-2573 to reserve tickets.

The progiam's goal is to educate participants on the important
role that good nutrition on a
budget plays in the well-being of
their children and families.

Souper Bowl observance Sunday
The "Souper Bowl" is an effort to glorify God and care for "the
least of these," as printed in the pamphlet prepared for the special
observance on Sunday, Jan. 26, the day of the Super Bowl football
game. Churches and youth groups will be collecting food items and
money for Need Line and other charity groups. The youth of South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church will be collecting canned
food items door to door on Sunday, Jan. 26, from 2 to 4 p.m. Their
goal is to collect 1,000 cans of food and $125 for Need Line. Also
the youth First Presbyterian Church has announced a special project
for this event. The "Souper Bowl" began' in the Senior High Youth
Fellowship of Spring Valley Presbyterian Church in Columbia, S.C.,
in 1990, and has continued to grow each year.

The program also offers information on federal food progrrnas
to increase the food buying
power of those struggling to meet
all the needs of their families.
To sign up for the workshop,
contact Valorie at Need Line,
753-6333.
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go-Shaped Charms

For a limited
time, our terrific
selection of hot entrees, fresh vegetables and crisp salads
isjust $3.99 every weekdayfrom 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. And
that includes fresh hot baked goods and dessert.

go-Shaped Bracelets

go-Shaped Earrings
America's Fastest Growing Fitness & Weight Loss Program.'
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Angel Alert is issued

CALENDAR

ivoiatv.

Tuesday, Jan. 21
Murray Planning Commission/7
p m./City Hail
Project Graduation meeting for pa
rents of Murray High School
Seniors/6 30 p.m /school cafeteria.
Calloway County High School &abased Decision Making Council/3
p.m./Room 114
Calloway County Schools Family Resource Center Advisory CounclU4
p.m./Family Center at East School.
East Elementary School Sits-base
Decision Making Council/5
p m"teachers' lounge.
Music Department of Murray Woman's Club/7 p.m./dub house.
Quilt Lovers/6 p miCalloway Public
Library.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Gleason Hall, St. Leo's
Catholic Church. Info/Marlene,
753-2350.
Murray TOPS Chapter/6 p.m./First
Presbyterian Church.
TOPS
Chapter
of
Hardin/weigh-in/5:15 p.m./meeting/6
p.m./Hardin Library.
Calloway County Horse Club, Dusty
Spurs/6:30 p.m./Weaks Center
auditorium.
Murray Optimist Club/6:30 p.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous/closed discussion meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hall. Info/759-9882,
Breastfeeding Support Group/7-8
p.m./Child Care Center, second floor,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Info/753-3381 or 762-1425.
Cancer Support Group meeting/3
p.m./private dining room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1100.
First Presbyterian Church College
Fellowship/6:30 p.m.
Calloway County High School Lady
Lakers and Lakers host basketball
games with Marshall County.
Guest Artist Recital by Sandra Lunte,
flute/8 p.m./Performing Arts Hall of FA
Center at MSU.
Wednesday, Jan. 22
Murray Board of Zoning Adjustment/
4:30 p.m./City Hall.
Women's Business Roundtable/8
a.m. at Commerce Centre.
Info/753-5171.
Barbie Doll Club of West
Kentucky/4:30 p.m./Calloway Public
Library. Public invited.
Calloway County Public Library Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m.; Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous closed
meeting/11 a.m./American Legion
Building. Info/753-8136.
Health Express of MCCH/Calloway
Public Library/8:30-11:30 a.m.
Oaks Country Club ladies'
bridge/9:30 a.m.
Murray Country Club ladies'
bridge/9:30 a.m.
Murray Art Guild/open 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities. Pinochle
Club/1 p.m.
Senior Citizens' Golf League/8:30
a.m./Miller Memorial Golf Course.
Martin's Chapel United Methodist
Church Women's Bible Study/1:30
p.m.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Administrative
Board/7 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Mass/6 p.m.;
Adult Religious Education/6:30 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church service/7
p.m.
University Church of Christ Ladies
Bible Class/9.30 a.m.; Bible Classes/7
P.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
classses/7 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 p.m.
First Christian Church Family Fellowship dinner/5:30 p.m.; fellowship
activities/6 p.m.; Choir rehearsal/7:30
P.m.
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6:30
p.m
Grace Baptist Church Bible Studies/7
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Do Re Mi
Club/6,15 p.m.: group meetings and
prayer service/7 p.m.
Reading Room open/12 noon-3
p m./Christian Science Church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church
prayer service/7 p.m.
Coldwater Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church Children's
Music activities, Adult Bible Study/7
p.m
First Presbyterian Church ARK &
WOW/5 p.m.; Choir practice/6:30 p.m.;
Session meeting/7:30 p.m.
West Kentucky Wrather Museum/
open 8.30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Currie Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
am.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at FA Center, MSU/
open-8--&m,-740 p m.

We can provide information and coverage for your

HOME
INSURANCE

Ask about Shelters
LIFE, CAR. FARM,
BUSINESS
coverages too

Wednesday, Jan. 22
First United Methodist Church Covenant Prayer/10 a m., Pre-School.
Choir and Choristers/5 p m Kids
Club/5:30 p m, Handbell Rehearsal,
Tom Turner Silent Prayer. Singers
Unlimited/6 p m , Adult Bible
Study/6:30 p.m. Chancel Choir/7 30
m
First Baptist Church Friendship
International/9 a m.: Ladies Bible
Study/10:15 a.m., Fellowship supper/
5:30 p.m.: Intercessory Prayer/6 p.m.;
Library open/6.15 p m ; Children's
Choirs, Youth Primo Time/6:30 p.m.;
Prayer meeting and Bible Study/6:35
p.m. Sanctuary Choir/7.45 p.m
National Scouting Museum Trading
Post hours/10 a m -4 pm

300 Minutes
e A 4$
20
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AfterInventory

Closed-Tuesday, January 21 M3 p.rn;40-r Inventory
Sale Starts Wednesday, January 22 at noon at JCPenney, Murray, Ky.

SAVINGS FOR HER!

MEN'S TOP SALE!

PROGRESSIVE
TOPS SALE

20%
OFF
WHEN YOU BUY 1
25%
OFF
WHEN YOU BUY 2
30%
OFF
WHEN YOU BUY 3
SALE 11.50

SALE 1.99

WARNER'S°
COTTON KISSES BRA

SATIN STRING BIKINI
Reg. $4. Delicates•
satin string bikini in assorted colors.
Polyester.

Ong. $23. Average figure bra.
available in 13.C,D cups
50% OFF
SELECTED WARNER'S' BRAS

66% OFF
A LARGE SELECTION OF JUNIORS' JEANS
Available in a variety of styles
and finishes

30%-50% OFF
WORTHINGTON' HOLIDAY SPORTSWEAR
FOR MISSES, PETITES & WOMEN
Choose from a variety of styles

30%-50% OFF
SELECTED JOGSETS & ACTIVE SETS IN
MISSES', PETITES' & WOMEN'S SIZES
Choose from a great selection of styles

66% OFF
A LARGE SELECTION OF JUNIORS'
SWEATERS
Great selection of styles
patterns and colors

30%-50% OFF

A LARGE SELECTION OF JUNIORS' TOPS
Assorted fashionable styles

HOLIDAY & WINTER SWEATERS FROM
CABIN CREEK', ST. JOHN'S BAY* & HUNT
CLUB' FOR MISSES, PETITES & WOMEN
Find an assortment of seasonal styles
patterns and colors.

66% OFF

30%-50% OFF

66% OFF

1.*

SELECTED NOVELTY FLEECE FOR MISSES,
PETITES & WOMEN
Assorted fashionable colors
character items and more

A LARGE SELECTION OF JUNIORS CAREER
SPORTSWEAR
Find an assortment of career
coordinates

ONLY $24

NOW $24

ST. JOHN'S BAY' SHORT-SLEEVED
WAFFLE-WEAVE HENLEY FOR MEN.
Choose from a great selection of colors

ROBERT STOCK'SHORT-SLEEVED
JACQUARD KNIT SHIRT FOR MEN
Find an assortment of styles and colors

SAVE ON PERMANENTLY REDUCED CLEARANCE MERCHANDISE
MEN
HOME
WOMEN
CHILDREN
50%--OFF
30% OFF
60%-0-F-F—
66%--OFF
MISSES WINTER
OUTERWEAR

HEAVYWEIGHT

ST. JOHN'S BA Y° CORDUROY
SLACKS

60% OFF

ST. JOHN'S BAY' HEAVYWEIGHT
WINDSUITS Reg $70

SPACE JA M° MERCHANDISE

SELECTED WINTER AND HOUDAY
DRESSES

NOW 19.99
-

JCPenney

_

ALL FLANNEL SHEETS

ALL HEAVYWEIGHT OUTERWEAR

SHOES
60% OFF

50% OFF

66% OFF

SELECTED LIGHTWEIGHT UK
JACKETS

ALL HEAVYWEIGHT SHIRTS
AND SWEATERS

50% OFF

66% OFF

60% OFF

ALL HEAVYWEIGHT SHIRTS
AND SWEATERS

ALL SPACE JAM' MERCHANDISE

MIXED BLUES' CROCODILE LOAFERS

SELECTED ATHLETIC SHOES

JCPenney

Sorry, no layaways or special orders for
thls sale. In stock merchandise only.

1-7f1

30% OFF

66% OFF

60% OFF
60% OFF

ALL ELECTRIC BLANKETS

SELECTED TEAM APPAREL

0int J.0 Pommy Company, Inc
15201(cos/soil:bs
Regular prissy reflect offering prices which may not have resulted in actual sales

- •
We II always be there for you.

5
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Beat The Tanning
Wave and Save!

Calloway Family Resource Center has issued an Angel Alert of
behalf of two families with special needs. One family is living in
modified travel trailer and has an acute need for insulation (R-i4
would be ideal). Another family has been without running water for
an extended period and needs a 'A H.P. shallow well pump. Any one
having these items or willing to donate toward their purchase is
asked to contac4 the Family Resource Center at 753-3070 or
753-3879.

HEAVYWEIGHT WINTER ROBES
Harold "Jock" Romaine
Licensed in KY & TN
759-1033 or 753-0973
401 $ 12th Sr • Ilurrirr

TUESDAY

Sale prices on regular priced merchandise effective through Saturday January 25. unless otherwi3e noted Percentages off represent
savings on regular prices or original prices as shown Intermediate markdowns may have been taken on original prices
Reductions on Original priced merchandise effective until stock is depleted Now- prices represent savings on regular prices which
may vary by market Any event designated as a Sale always excludes Special Buys items sold every day in multiples of two or more
and Value Right items which are sold at our best price every day

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
(502) 759-1400
saluraay 10 a m to 9 t. • — S,inciai, 12.4) pm to

Shearer Insurance Cos Home Mks Colurrbla. ASO
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Anderson to
miss rest of
UK's season

Morehead St., Fick
deny Racers shot
at share of 'Valley'
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
MOREHEAD - Just call it
"Death Valley" justice.
Murray State, coming off a win
over Eastern Kentucky in which
Racer coach Mark Gottfried said
they didn't deserve to win, got
paid back on the final leg of the
Ohio Valley's mountain pass.
In Richmond, Nil)irray State
was outplayed for all' but the final
seven minutes. On Monday, the
Racers gave back those seven minutes to Morehead State.
Leading by five with seven minutes, 24 seconds to play. the
Racers were then outscored 21-8
by the Eagles and fell 86-78.
"We had a five-point lead and
two straight possessions to go up
seven and didn't do it," said a dejected Gottfried. "That hurt. That
was the difference in the game."
Murray State (9-6), which
could've pulled into a first-place
tic with three others atop the
OVC, dropped to 4-3 in the
league and had its three-game
winning streak snapped.
"It's disappointing because it
seems like everytime we do
something well and help
ourselves, we turn around and
hurt ourselves," the Racer coach
said.
Gottfried, however, was quick
to point out the play of the Eagles, who drilled 10 threepointers and outrebounded the
Racers 38-31.

Guard suffers ACL
injury vs. Auburn

Morehead 86, Murray St. 78
MURRAY STATE (141) •
Remy 11-19 64 30, Tumor 0-0 0-0 0, Dahl 2-3
04 4, Townsend 7-12 1-2 15. Mayes 7-15 1-2 iS
Daemon 2-9 2-2 7, Hurbon 2-4 0-0 4, Page 0-1 04
0 Total, 31-63 10-14 78
MOREHEAD STATE (610)
Comber 44 1-2 10. Stone 3-5 1-2 7, Lbyd 7-14
2-4 111. Wyciskalls 7.12 1-2 II. Bevan/ 04 0-0 O.
Boone 3-4 0-0 II. Prater 6-11 2-2 13. Holum 1-4 2-2
4. Indestad 0-0 0-0 0. Toils 3144 14-20 N.
Helltene-Morehead St 43. Murray M. 37 3-9014
Moray St 6-19 (Rainey 2-4. Towneend DT,
yte 3-8. Daemon 14), Ibrehead St 10-27(Coon
Ii 14. Stone OA, Lloyd 2-4, Doas 0-1. Wydekale
3-7, Boone 3-6. Prater 1-), Harrison 0-1) Fouled
Out--None Rebounds-Murray Si 31 (Raney 10),
Morehead St 38 (Lloyd 14). Assisa-Murray SI 11
(Townsend 3). Morehead St 22 (Wyciskals 5) Total
loub-Murray St 17, Morehead Si. 18 A-1,003.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)- Derek Anderson is gone for the season because of a knee
injury, a definite blow to Kentucky's hopes
for a repeat national championship.
The guard injured his right knee in the second half of the third-ranked Wildcats' win
over Auburn last Saturday, ending the fifthyear senior's injury-plagued collegiate career.
Anderson, the leading scorer in the Southeastern Conference, completely tore the anterior cruciate ligament in the knee and will
undergo surgery, the school announced Monday night.

Mb

"I thought they played spectacular," Gottfried said of Morehead, now 5-10 (3-4 OVC).
"They've won (three) in a row
and are feeling confident. They
made every shot when it counted,
they hit every big shot they
took."
Racer senior Vincent Rainey
was spectacular himself, scoring
30 points and pulling down a
team-high 10 rebounds.
-They played hard for their
coach. This is his last year and
they played all out," said Rainey,
who seemed to be recovered from
a chest cold that slowed him in
Saturday's 60-59 win at Eastern
Kentucky.
Morehead coach Dick Fick was
beaming after Monday's win.
Rumored to be in his last season at Morehead, Fick hugged
players and shook hands with
fans after he beat the Racers for
II See Page 7
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"We're extremely disappointed for Derek
Anderson," Kentucky coach Rick Patin° said
in a statement. "He was having a fantastic senior season. Right now, we'll just turn our attention to his rehabilitation.
"We expect him to make a full recovery in
time for the NBA draft in June and we will do
everything we can to make his dream of playing professional basketball a reality."
Immediately after the Auburn game, Anderson's injury was diagnosed as a contusion by
team physician David Caborn.
Anderson had not practiced since the injury
and was taken to the UK Sports Medicine
Clinic on Monday, where he underwent an
MRI on the right knee, the school said.

STEVE PARKER Ledger & Times photo

Racer senior Vincent Rainey gets a hug from Morehead coach Dick Fick after the Eagles' 86-78
win over the Racers Monday night In Morehead.

The test showed that Anderson tore his anterior cruciate ligament, said Dr. Darren Johnson of the UK basketball medical staff.
"We'll schedule reconstructive surgery
within the next week or 10 days and begin rehabilitation immediately," Johnson said.
The Wildcats (16-2) play Wednesday night
against Vanderbilt.
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Super Bowl XXXI

Levens, Bennett share load
Backfield rotation
gives Green Bay
powerful 1-2 punch

File photo

Croon Bay's Edgar Bennett, shown against New England in an exhibition pme this season, has shared the running chores with Dorsey Levens to give the Packers a potent running .

By ARNIE STAPLETON
AP Sports Writer
NEW ORLEANS (AP) They are reluctant co-workers,
running backs Edgar Bennett and
Dorsey Levens.
Neither particularly enjoys dividing the rushing chores for the
Green Bay Packers.
Both agree, however, the rotation that coach Mike Holmgren
implemented at the start of the
season has kept them fresh and
given the NFC champions a powerful 1-2 punch for the Super
Bowl.
"I think we motivate each
other," Levens said shortly after

arriving in New Orleans. "It's
like he wants to carry the ball every time. I want to carry the ball
every time. But it's a friendly
rivalry.
"It's not like we're growling
at each other. It's like, 'Let's go
do this. You do you job. I'll do
my job.' And nine times out of
10, we're going to win the football game."
"It's natural for any running
back to want the ball, especially
in key situations," Bennett said
Monday after the Packers' first
outdoor practice since October.
"But this has helped us both stay
healthy, and I think that's a plus
for us now."
Bennett, a fifth-year pro from
Florida State, and Levens, a
third-year pro out of Georgia
Tech, combined for 1,465 rushing
yards and a 4.3-yard average dur-

ing the regular season.
In the playoffs, they've paired
for 313 yards and a 4.7-yard
average.
"To have Edgar and Dorsey in
the backfield together is amazing," two-time MVP Brett Favre
said.
It's an arrangement Holmgren
would like to keep.
Levens is a restricted free
agent after the Super Bowl, and
he'll get a big raise above his
$183,000 salary, about oneseventh of Bennett's pay.
"I'd be comfortable with that,
but I'm not sure the running
backs would," Holmgren said.
"They all want to be the guy.
And when we went into this season, I sat both Edgar and Dorsey
down to explain their roles to
them.
"Edgar knew he was not going

Girls Basketball

LADY TIGERS 56, Heath 52
MURRAY
HEATH

14 24 30 - IS
111 32 20-N
MURRAY (St)
Meddol 20,Greene IS, Willem 12, Moneymaker 4.
Beene 2. Banks. Lawson TOTALS PQ-A 20-541
Three-point 4-11 (Greene 3. VAltante) FT-A 12-10
Rebounds 18 Record 11-4
HEATH (U)
18, Schaberg IS, Mende-Cols 10. Bar2, J Jones 2. Young 2. Mdm,
n
rte7'
b&0a, Paschal, Seaton TOTALS FG-A 22-re
Three-poWit 44 (Schimberg 2. Throgsvonon 2) FT•A
4-7 Rebounds 32 Record 2.10

2. U.

"So, it's a credit to those
young men that they were able to
see the big picture and for the
sake of the team accept these
roles."
Last year, Levens rushed just
36 times for 120 yards. This season, he gained 556 yards on 121
carries, an average of 4.6 yards a
carry.
Bennett rushed 316 times for
1,067 yards. This year, his numbers were down to 222 carries
and 899 yards, but his 4.0-yard
average was a career best.

SCHEDULE

Lady Tigers recover from All-A
for comeback victory over Heath
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
HEATH - Fresh off their AllA regional championship. Murray's girls faced a tough outing
by facing Heath for the second
time in five days. Monday night.
Murray, which had played two
games Saturday in winning the
All-A, trailed Heath 19-14 after
one quarter and 32-24 at
halftime.
But the Lady Tigers came out
at halftime inspired and outscored
Heath 15-7 in the third quarter
and rallied late in the game to
puttpdt'a 56-52 win:
"We knew going in that our
minds might be thinking ahead
and our bodies would be tired,"
Murray coach Rechelle Cadwell
said. "We expected the game to

to carry the ball as much as he
did last season. But my hope was
that he'd be fresher at the end of
the season and have a higher
yards per carry average," Holmgren added. "Dorsey, we wanted
him to touch the ball more. He's
a gifted runner. He's a very good
pass receiver.

stead of running down the clock
and Murray rebounded. The Lady
Tigers then scored the last five
points of the night for the win.
Jeanne Maddox led Murray
(11-4) with 20 points while
Becky Greene added 18 and Sara
Williams 12. The Lady Tigers
were 20 of 56 from the field,
4-of-11 from three-point range
and 12 of 15 at the free throw
line.
"The coaches have been taking
note on the things we've improved on and free throws is one
of them," Cadwell said. "We've
• -been-dein an excellent job making•our free throws the last two
or threeagames."
Jenny Throgmorton paced

be tight. But I told the players at
halftime that it was totally up to
them, and that if they could dig
down and pull up a little more
energy, we could win the game,
and they did it."
Murray's recovery almost went
for naught, however, as Heath
owned a 52-51 lead and the ball
with 17 seconds left. But the
Lady Pirates opted for a shot in- •See Pee. 7
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BASKETBALL
II Boys' All-A
Tigers ve. Carlisle
Mayfield High School - 6
Il Calloway vs Marshall (DH)
Jeffrey Gymnasium THURSDAY

BASKETBALL
• MSU vs. SEMO (DH)
Racer Arena - 5:15/7:45
• Lady Lakers vs Lone Oak
Jeffrey Gymnasium - 7
• Lady Tigers at Carlisle
Bardwell -- 7

930-10:30 w
Aqua Aerobic
Arthritis Aqua

Also al

FRIDAY
BASKETBAt
• Lakers at Ream:hand
Reidland - 7
GATUF11)A
MARK YOUNG/Lodger A

Times photo

Becky Greene (right) scored 18 points to go along with Jeanne Maddox's 20 and Sara Williams' 12 as Murray came from behind to win at
Heath 56-52 Monday night.

BASKETBALL

•INSU vs, Middle Tenn. (OH)
ROM

Arena - 1/4

Mt
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OVC Basketball

FROM PAGE 6
just the third time in his six-year
stint at Morehead.
Fick credited his defense with
stopping the Racers' run in the
second half.
"Murray was doing a good job
of going one-on-one with their
bigger, stronger guards," said
Fick, "but our zone helped us out
tremendously."
Murray State trailed 43-37 at
halftime, but quickly cut the lead
to 44-43. Morehead went up
52-46 before Rainey scored eight
points in a 11-2 Racer run which
gave Murray State a 57-54 lead
with 13:35 to play.
With 9:24 to go, the lead went
to 66-60 before Morehead pulled

OVC Standings
Cent.
WI
5 2
5
2
5 2
4
3
4
3
4
3
3 4
2 5
2 6
1
5

Midcle Tenn
E Minas
SE Missouri
Murray St
Tenn Tech
Austin Posy
Morehead
TOM -Martin
E Kentucky
Tenn Si

AliGme
W
12 5
8 7
8 10
9 6
8 7
7 10
5 10
5 11
4 12
3 11

em Illinois
Duncan stole the ball from Chad
Peckinbaugh of Eastern
(8-7,
5-2 Ohio Valley Conference) tale in
the first half Peclunbaugh hammered Duncan into the court as he
went for a layup at 1 20, earning an
intentional foul and motivating the
Blue Raiders.
Mark Polite of Eastern Illinois led
all scorers with 26 points

Staff Report
Stephaine Minor led Murray
Murray Ledger & Times
State (4-11, 1-6 OVC) with 19
MOREHEAD — Morehead points while Shonta Hunt added
State shot 20 more free throws 12 and Misty Pierceall 10. For
than Murray State and took ad- the game, Murray State shot 27
vantage of 19 Lady Racer turnov- of 61 from the outside (44.3 perers in winning 78-65 in Ohio cent), 3-of-12 from three-point
Valley Conference women's ba- range and 8-of-11 at the free
throw line. Murray outrebounded
sketball Monday night.
Both teams were 13 of 30 from Morehead 37-32.
Amy Kieckbusch led Morehead
the field in the first half and each
had one three-pointer, but More- (4-11, 2-5 OVC) with 29 points
head was 9-of-13 at the free while Tori Crosby and Hilary
throw line while Murray State swixher added 13 each and Allimissed its only free throw at- son Osborn had 12. The Lady Eatempt, leading to a 36-27 More- gles were 26 of 56 from the field
(46.4 percent), 2-of-12 from
head edge at halftime.
Both teams' shooting improved three-point range and 24 of 31 at
in the second half, Murray State the free throw line.
Murray State returns home
to 45.2 (14 of 31) and Morehead
to 50 (13 of 26). The main differ- Thursday night to face league foe
ence again was at the free throw Southeast Missouri at 5:15.
stripe, where Murray was 8-of-10
and Morehead was 15 of 18.

RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) — Ryan
DeMichael scored 18 points and Art
Castle added 14 off the bench to
lead Tennessee-Martin to a 70-55
Ohio Valley Conference win over
Eastern Kentucky Monday night.
Eastern Kentucky (4-12, 2-6 OVC)
struggled against Tennessee Martin's zone defense, hitting just
21-of-62 shots from the field for 33 9
percent
Tennessee-Martin (5-11, 2-5) led
32-20 at halftime, but Eastern pulled
within seven points with 8 minutes
remaining but could get no closer

A flagrant foul on Richard Duncan of
Middle Tennessee jolted the Blue
Raiders into a second-half run Monday and an 83-72 victory over East-

SCOREBOARD

I

Sponsored By.

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your family insurance needs'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)
6•1100
WILL))

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

NBA STANDINGS

"They packed it in and put a
smaller guy on me to harrass
me," said Rainey, who was
11-of-19 from the field. "One-onone they couldn't stop us, so that
was a big factor."
Doug Wyciskalla, who joined
Lloyd with 18 points to lead
Morehead, scored seven points in
a four-minute stretch during the
run.
The back breaker for the Racers was Wyciskalla's off-balance
shot from 15-feet away that went
off of Rainey's hands. Murray
State was within 75-72 with 2:20
play and the shot clock in single
digits when the senior slapped the
ball through the hoop.
"When Dougie hit that one
shot I just looked down at Mark
and laughed," Fick said. "I've
been there before let me tell
you."
Rainey's putback with :37 left
cut the lead to 80-74. It was the
Racers' first points since the 7:24
mark.
Deteri Mayes scored 18 for the
Racers and Townsend added 15,
plus seven assists. Murray State
shot 49.2 percent from the field,
but couldn't keep the aggressive
Eagles off the glass.
"Since day one I thought that

rebounding would be a factor for
this team and it was tonight,"
said Gottfned, referring to Morehead's 16 offensive boards. "We
gave up way too many second
shots."
Lloyd, a 6-8 sophomore, had a
game-high 14 rebounds, including four offensive.
Morehead led for much of the
first half, building as much as an
11-point lead, 42-31, with 2:51 to
play in the half. But Murray State
answered in the second half, hitting its first three shots to get
back within one.
"I thought our intensity was
good tonight," Gottfried said.
"They made a lot of big shots and
gained confidence."
Murray State returns home
Thursday night to play first-place
Southeast Missouri in a crucial
OVC game.
"We're going to be playing one
of the best — if not the best —
teams in the league," said Gottfried. "We'd beuer get ready to
play."
Said Rainey, "We were the
only team to play five of our first
seven games on the road. Now
we get to go home for a big home
stand."

Wherever you go
go on Cooper tires!
* American-Made ... Quality You Can Trust!
()Pi N
Mon Fr;
75
Sal 7-Noon

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

•MHS...
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Woodsy's Games
New York 95, Washington 79
klistaulteme 114. PhiladelpNa 104
Atlanta 106. Charlotte 97
Minnesota 96. San Antonio 63
LA. Laker, 109, Dallas 99
DIVIVef 132. New Jersey 123
Phoenix 89, Detrott 86
Utah 64. Cleveland 74
Seattle 112, Vancouver 96
Tueedeire Gums
lAnneeola at Toronto. 6 p.m
Washington at Orlando. 630 pm
Atlanta at Marti, 630 p m
Houston at Charlotte. 610 pm
New York Si Chicago. 7 pm
Indiana at Allivelukee, 7:30 pm
LA Clippers at ("omens, 9 p tri
Ulm at Golden State, 930 pm
Wedneeday's Gaines
Philadelphia at Boston, 6 p m
Nerd, at S•Cf11714111110, 7 p m
New Jersey at San Antonio, 730 pm
Vancouver at Denver, 8 p m
Utah at Phoenix. 8 pm
Portland at Se/04. 9 p rn
Thuredefe Games
Mani at Toronto. 6 pm
hireaukee at Orlando. 6.30 pm
Chicago at Cleveland. 630 dm
New You at Indiana, 630 p.m
Ners Jersey at Houston. 7.30 p m
lienneeota at Vancokwer. 9 pm
Seattle vs LA Clippers at Anaheim. Call , 9 30
pm
Detroit at Golden State 9 30 p m

Al Time. CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlen tle Division
• L
Pet 1211
lAank
28 11 718 —
New York
28 11 718 —
Washington
20 19 513
Oda Nilo
16 19 457 10
New Jersey
10 27 270 17
Boston
9 27 237 17'4
Prk ladelphia
8 31 206 20
Central Olvielea
Chicago
31 5 872 —
Detroit
28 10 737 ,5A
Atlanta
26 11 703 7
Charlotte
22 17 564 12
Clevetand
22 17 564 12
Milwaukee
19 19 500 144
Indiana
18 19 486 15
Toronto
13 25 342 20A
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W L
Pet GB
Houston
31
9 775 —
Utah
27 13 675 4
lAnneeota
18 21 462 12'4
Dallas
13 24 351 16%
Denver
11 29 .275 20
San Antonio
10 27 .270 194
Vancouver
8 33 196 234
Pictlc Division
Seattle
29 11 725 .._
LA Laken
29 12 707
A
Portland
22 17 564 64
Sacramento
16 24 400 13
Golden State
15 23 394 13
LA Clovers
14 23 378 13A
Phoenix
15 25 375 14

within 66-65 on a 3-pointer by
Luke Lloyd. Baskets by Rainey
and Arnell Hamilton put MSU up
70-65 with 7:24 to play, but
Morehead limited the Racers to
just two points over the next seven minutes.
"We had to switch defenses,"
said Fick, whose zone forced the
Racers to miss 11-straight shots
during the drought. "They were
controlling the tempo by going
one-on-one, so we switched up
defenses to, I won't say put them
on their heels — Murray State is
never on their heels — but we
took them out of their tempo."
Rainey, the league's player of
the week, said the Racers took
some ill-advised shots against the
Eagles' zone.

Lady Racers-fall at Morehead

UT-Martin 70, E. Kentucky 55

MTSU 83, E.1111nols 72
MURFREESBORO, Tenn (AP) —

Heath (2-10) with 18 points while
Shelley Schaberg added 16 and
Misty Mends-Cole 10. The Lady
Pirates were 22 of 46 from the
outside, 4-of-6 from three-point
range and 4-of-7 at the free throw
line while owning a big 32-16 rebounding advantage.
Murray plays at Carlisle
County Thursday night, its final
game before next week's All-A
state tournament in Richmond,
where the Lady Tigers will play
Caverna Jan. 29 at 4 p.m. Central
time.
"We're playing so well
together right now and this is a
good time of year to do that,"
Cadwell said. "I'm proud of every one of them, from the starting
five down to the last one on the
bench, and this is a good time for
our team."

YMCA CLASS SCHEDULE
Effective January 13, 1997
12th Street Branch
class schedule is subject to change based on enrollment
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday Friday

Monday

Saturday

Time: 600am
Class: Step

Time: 8:00am
Class: Step

Tim.: 10:00w,,
Time: 10:00ern
Class: Step Aerobia Class: Toning

Time: 10:00ern
Time: 1000 am
Class: Step Aerobics Class: Tanlo9

Time: 9:30am
Class - Instr Choice
Time . 10.00ern
Time . 10:Nem
Gass: Stec Aerobics Gass Toning

Time: 3-40-4:30pm Time: 3:40-4.30pm Time. 3:40-4.30pm Time: 3:40-4:30pm
Class: Various
Class: Various
Cass: Various
Class: Various
Aerobic
Aerobic
Aerobic
Aerobic
Tele. 430pm
Time: 4:30pin
Class- Low Impact Clan: Toning

Time:
Time: 4:30pm
Class: Low Impact Clam:
It
Time.
Tans: 5:30pin
Class.
Class: Step

Timor 530pm
Class: Step

Time: 5:30pin

Time: 8.30Pm
Class: Aka

Time: 6:30prn
Class: Step Aerobic

Oen: Step

430pm
Twang

'
5:30pm
Step

Time: 730prn
Class: Senior
Fitness

Monday

Murray State University
_
Wednesday
Thursday

Tuesday
7:30-8:30arn
Lap Swim
8:30-9:30em
Aqua Aerobics

830-930am
Aqua Aerobics

930-10:30 am
Aqua Aerobics IL
Arthritis Aquatics

9 30-10:30am
Aqua Aerobics 8
AiltitiliS Aquatics

9:30-10:30arn
Aqua Aerobics 8
Arthritis Aquatics

830-9.30arn
Aqua Aerobics

V
.

.

,,,

i

bhi
I *LOA I •11
a
MURRAY FAMIL YM A

•

-;‘• ••I
•
••

9.15-10.00am
Unified Sports

e

available "After School" YOUTH STRENGTH TRAINING (ages 11-18 years)
Babysitting available at the 12th Street Branch
Moo.-Fri. 10:00-11:00 a.m. • Moo.-Tburs. 3:404:30 p.m.
Friday: 4:30-5:30 p.m. • Saturday: 9:30-11:30 a.m.

ito10%

•• •

1

9:30-1030am
Ague Aerobics 8
Arthritis Aquatics
8:30-9.30pm
Aqua Aerobics 8
Lap Swim

vil
tiw

s

Friday

,

8 30-9 30pm
Aqua Aerobics 8
LW Swim

•

i

730-8:30arn
Lap Swim

830-9 30am
Aqua Aerobics

Also

Time 4.30pm
Class hiho

Time: 630prn
Class: Abs

Time: 730pm
Class: SIMIlat
Fitness

••••

•

•
&
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II Racers...

Tech beats SEMO 86-82;
Middle, UT-Martin win
COOKEVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Albert Wilson scored eight of his
10 points in the final 3:04 Monday in helping Tennessee Tech
to an 86-82 Ohio Valley Conference victory over Southeast
Missouri.
Southeast Missouri (8-10, 5-2)
was up 77-73 at 3:32 when Wilson came otAhe Tennessee
Tech (8-7, 4-3) bench and sank
four baskets, the last a 10-foot
jumper with 13 seconds left, to
put the Golden Eagles up 85-82.
Wilson also had three steals.
Both team's big men, 7-foot-1
Lorenzo Coleman of Tennessee
Tech and 6-10 Budd Eley of
Southeast Missouri, were hampered by foul trouble, fouling out
less then halfway through the
second half.
Fifty-eight fouls were called in
the game, and 80 free throws
were attempted.
Curtis Wiggins led Tech with
16 points. Ryan Black scored
14, and Chris Turner added 13.
Calvert White had 15 for
Southeast Missouri. Richard
Lyte and Budd Eley scored 13
apiece, and Allen Hatchett
added 12.

TUESDAY JANUARY 21, 1%97

209 N. 12th St.
759-9622
1510 Chestnut St.
753-4295

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR WE"
Chestnut St.
Murray
753-8844
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VCR
MIcrow
Repal
All Bran

Ward El
753-171
ALTERATIONS,
See a See 753-

tray

ESTATE SALE!
business & equ
1984 Ford Range+
1974 Dodge dum
Must sell 354-81:

Elementary P4 students In Angle Johnson's class report on NaIndian Tribes.

American

(Top) Teacher Diana Cothran and
students Sara Burkeen and Patsy
Whitesell work on the Conservation Poster/Essay Contest. (Side)
Burkeen was the winner in Calloway County.

FREE Pregnancy
Litehouse 753-07

North Elementary School celebrates National Lunch Week. Each day,
cafeteria workers and the food service manager celebrated by dressing
In a costume of the 40$ and 50$. Pictured are winners of the 50th Birthday Bash of School Lunches.

The "First" Li
Miss Hardin
is turning

30
Today!

SAVE money on m
turers coupons
1 800-466-9222 ex
free brochure

Say

Mitzl Adams watches her daughter, Kysha, ride a pony during a field
trip with Nona Sliger's Calloway County Preschool classroom.

HELLO

UNHEA
STOREWID
No

Wiggi
2 miles N
4-Lane Acros
"Clifford" (Laura Swain, librarian) welcomes North Elementary students
and their teacher Toni Bohannon to the Scholastic Book Fair held at
the school Nov. 13-18, 1996.

E-Z Terms
\
Murray State University health student Keith Gallagher teaches Calloway County High School students about HIV and the effects of AIDS.

.noon Siawson, a student at Murray Elementary, shows the free standbuilding he built during a unit on how buildings work.

C. M

Gener
la

Suite 2

Pho
Fa

%may Elementary students In Kathy Elias' P2 class spend time In
./rItIng to Read" lab creating times.

Maddie Linzy and R.V. Oliver, students at East Elementary, work
together to figure out if the numbers on the dice are greater than or
less than the first throw.

.A
Bob Nelson, a Murray State student In Dr. Stephens' 450 health class,
teaches Calloway County High School students about HIV and the effects of AIDS.

Inc
By A

Page
&T
20

Calloway County Preschool student Bradley Higgins takes a
break from free choice time to
build something with Lincoln
Logs.

North Calloway students and staff
say good-bye to student teacher
Jesse Hinkle. Hinkle did his student teaching In Karen Falwell's
P-1 class.

3

Support Education

IIIIIPIr ....sYr

ROOM TO GROW
PRESCH001_

ralli

bi•alth

World Is
Our

Ploy
fipo/i

r

Jim Knight
woe
Jgy Knight
Mach Knight
Hwy 641 - 1 1/2 Mi
Tom Taylor Roai

RE A DMORE School

Supply
•Check List

10*

!,\'• CAR

0 Dictionaries
0 Cliff Notes
0 Classic Books
0 Educational and Enjoyment
Reading Materials
0 Special Orders
Taken on Most Titles
Not in Stock.

The

Through

WE STAND
30

•

Year Round Program

Learning

Doing it HI
loos t
First Quality cm
Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs of the Murray
Independent School District and the Calloway County Schools and edited by the staff of
the Ledger & Times. Space allocated for each school distrkt is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your questions and
comments about area public schools to the Murray City Schools (753-4363) or the
Calloway County Public Schools (753-3033).

Murray Elementary teacher aide Mona Blankenship works on sounds
with P1 students.

•

7

Playground

NURSING t
IS NC
NURSING
4

Our new r
have an ahem .
pay for care in
would otherw
nursing home
Everyone
home if possit
able to provid
alternate plan

CALL USTODA

n/• N

.447
4ei
4rii

„.4

Chostnut
Hills

Serving Ages 2 hrough 5
1205 B Center Drive 753-6578
Hours: 130 tn.--5:20 pin.

Mc(

INSURA?

808 8. 12th St. • Murray • 759-2500
Moab Mom

Phase

Oalmaad

753-4199
905 Sycani

kris
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020

020

Nods.

saw

VCR

HOUSE of Clothes Open
Mon-Sat,9 to 5, Sun 1 to 5
Nice consignment clothing
$t 00 Buys mans women,
children mans, sweaters,
sweat shirts, dresses Oft
Kirksey Hwy left on 464, 5
miles Call 489-2243 or
753-6981

Microwave
Repair
All Brands

Ward Elkins
753-1713
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981
ESTATE SALE! Dredging
business & equipment
1984 Ford Ranger, lift kit
1974 Dodge dump truck
Must sell! 354 8130
FREE Pregnancy Tests
Lifehouse 753-0700

The "First" Little
Miss Hardin Day
is Sr
ling

nt‘n

050

LOOKING for a lady near
Miller Goff Course area,
who borrowed cage to
transport free kitten Please
call 753-9736.

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehen
sive poky pays for
Skilled Intermediate or
Custodial Care
With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement
Nursing Home Insur
ance is more important
than ever
For fro•
information call:

Lod
Aid Found
$100 REWARD for location
or return of lost Chocolate
Lab puppy 44 5mos old.
weighs about 50Ibs & an
swers to name Max Been
missing since 1-5-97 Call
502 436 2469
LOST male orange tabby
cat. neutered & declawed
Lost in vicinity 18th St &
College Farm Rd. No collar
Missing since January 2nd.
Please call 753-5453
LOST while & black spotted BasseV Beagle mix No
collar If found call
753-9643
060
Help
Wanted
$300-$500 WEEKLY! Full/
part time processing U S
Government FHA Mortgage Refunds No expenenoe. Own Hours Call 24-7
days. (504)429-9233 Ext
3374 D 03.

150

3in

Had
Wanted

Adidas
Fetid.

INSTRUCTORS

SALE- microphones
promo ad's/ 45's, sunlamp
grills, dolls, hats, toys Call
John, 759-3970

Full time electronic
instructors needed to
teach in.2 year prosrain. Degree not required,
however
teaching experience a
plus, send resume to:

SEARS crosswalk treadmill, $250 Beige, light blue
& mauve print couch, wood
trim, $100 753-6069
SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length
Cover's 36 inches, many
colors Economy Metal &
Supply Co 489-2722

"VIET\

STACK washer & dryer,
ceiling fan, light fixtures, tv
stand 753-7947

PantiCAM
RatfttlCat

__lastitute of Eleetnisic
Techeology
P.O. Box 1252
Paducah, KY
42002-8251

WOOD stove
759-2599

Call

155
Appliances
Washer & dryer 436-6079

070

Doinostk

WHIRLPOOL washer &
dryer, perfect shape. First
$300 takes pas. 753
.7287.

& Childcare
CHILD Care Services of
fared Open weekdays 7am-5pm Call 753-3193

1BR apartment with loft
bed, $260/mo
Call
753-8651
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109
28R, VA bath townhouse
at 1708 Wells S425/mo
Available now Coleman
RE 753-9898
2BR, 11, baths, all appliances, brick. Martin
Heights, $500 753-5344
2BR, 1 bath, gas heat, central air, 2 car garage, re
frigerator, stove, dishwasher, w/d hookup
$450/mo plus $450 deposit No pets Available Jan
1st 759-9545
2BR apartment, gas heat
No pets 1102 Pogue
$290/mo Call 753-3415 or
753-7123
2BR apartment, newly remodeled, all new carpet,
water & sanitation paid
$295 759-1070.

ASO
Housiis
For Rent

Fames
For $ad

4I3R, 2 bath brick at 1609
Wawa. Rd $600/mo Central his Available now Col
omen RE, 753-9898

ACREAGE. Acreage,
Acreagel 71 acres mu, located lust off Hwy 94 E.
very near KY Lake Beautiful secluded location, per
fact building site priced at
$77.500 Contact Rich at
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 for additional information
on
ML513000763

in
0
CLOSE to hospital & town
No pets 753 3300
FURNISHED lakefront
home Available January,
February, $250/week Will
rent monthly Coleman RE
753-9898
LOVELY 3br home, excel
lent family neighborhood,
gas heat & fenced yard
$650/mo 753-9621

2YR old home,4 miles from
town, 3br, 2 full baths, 2 car
garage Large lot and lots of
extras. 753-4761

NICE 2 story, 2br, I bath,
central gas heat, take access, $375 527-9639.

3BR, 1 bath brick house. 1
car garage Central air &
gas heat Black top drive,
fenced in backyard Large
workshop in back $68,900
753-1966

7

RENTED
360
For Reid
Or Lass

3BR brick, 24 bath, living
room, den family room,
formal dining room, kitchen
with appliances 5 bay shop
behind house in Hazel
759-2242

4BR 3 bath house with
fenced in beck yard, on
Tabard Dr in Martin
Heights Reasonably pi
iced
492 6200 or
753 7688
LARGE 3-4br 2 bath, brick
ranch on apprx 6 acres
Just renovated, walkout
basement pole barn
753 9393
LARGE 4 bedroom home
with garage city utilities.
gas heat in quiet neighbor
hood
Upper $30's
492 8680

NEW 2 story, 4br, 24
baths Open foyer. col
umns. Die floors, etc, etc
City subdivision Ready to
sell 759-2571, 435-4013,
435-4040
NEW home FOR SALE,
1602 Tabard, Martin
Heights, white Cape Cod,
3br, 2 baths, dining room,
open floor plan Double
garage, quality & beauty
Call 7530090.

2BR garage apartment, 2BR duplex, 2 fuH & 2'4
$300/mo, 530-8 Broad St
baths, all appliances, large
CLEANING is my business
New 2br, 2 bath duplex, closets, no steps,
covered
Home or office Hones* &
$600/mo
1706 Oakhill
carport 20X3Oft storage
reliable. Call Linda, COMPLETE living room
building in rear References
set, dining room table, Lease, references, no pets
SAVE money on manufacCOMPUTER Users 759-9553
kitchen table & chairs, 753-7457
turers coupons. Call
required. No pets $525/mo
Needed Work own hours
EXPERIENCED cleaning beds, bookcases & much 28R nice
1-800-466-9222 ext. 5727,
duplex, central with $525 security deposit
201<
to $50K/yr
lady desires house clean- more 759-1695
free brochure.
Lease is required Call
",oe ,oca claim service'
h/a, appliances furnished
1-800-348-7186 X 486
ing positions. Free esti753-3018, leave message
Coleman RE 753-9898
170
EARN $1.000 weekly stuf- mates. Reasonable rates.
38R 2 baths, appliances, CREEKVIEW Self storage
Yocum
envelopes at home 489-2443.
fing
Say
In The Classifieds
bnck, excellent location, warehouses on Center
Nowa
Start now No experience. HOUSE cleaning & com•:1„Unnitia/a
Drive behind Shoney's
$550 753-5344
Free supplies, Info. No obli- mercial cleaning Call Lon
West Ky Answenng Service is avail$20-$40/mo 759-4081
RAINBOW Vacuums New,
gation. Send LSASE to. 474-8340 or Lyndi
AVAILABLE IMMEDIable 24 hours a day seven days a
used, rebuilt, repossessed
NEW 2br duplex, $375/mo
ACE, Dept: 1209 Box 5137, 759-3967.
ATELY 1,2 & 3BR apart
week, with a professionally trained
Also Repair & Supplies
Diamond Bar, CA 91765.
ments Mur-Cal Apart- Nearly new 4br, 2'4 bath
staff always on duly
502-759-2454
RESPONSIBLE 18yr old
duplex
w/appliances
inments, 902 Northwood Dr,
No ('all Goes laaaswered
will do babysitting in your
cluding wid, $725/mo 4br
Murray, KY 759-4984
**Give U. A Try Far 2 Week, FRgg.*
200
EXPERIENCED carpenter home Call 759-9215, ask
Equal
Housing MH. 27, bath, $325/mo
Offer Expires 1/31/97
Sports
needed for framing & finish for Ellen
3br house, Dexter,
Opportunity.
Now Going On At
Equipment
*Kirk. 436-2766.
$225/mo
2br MH,
For More Information CaN
WILL dean houses, carpet
BRAND new, 2br,
bath $205/mo Deposit, referEXPERIENCED gnIl cook. cleaning
Ask For Marts or Eloise
Call Jean BHB Firearms has moved townhouse, appliances
ences
No
pets 1yr lease
to town, 767-9744 Pistols,
Morning shift. Apply in per- 759-1264
Plosswirq Sisdnii"
plus
w/d
furnished,
$500
8am-5pm Mon -Fri,
rifles, shotguns, hunting
son at Granny's, 1006
per month lyr lease, lmo 753-4937
supplies
2 miles North of Murray On The
Chestnut.
deposit No pets Call
4-Lane Across From Memorial Gardens
GUNS, buy, sell, trade
753-2905 or 753-7536
EXPERIENCED automoNORTHWOOD storage
436-5650
BRAND new lbr, 1 bath presently has units availE-Z Terms Free Delivery 753-456: tive technician, $15/hr.
Apply at Cunningham Auto COMPUTER CLASSES SKI MACHINE Call after 6, apartment
753-2905 or
$375/mo, Imo able
Repair,619 So 4th, Murray
753-7536
NOW BEING HELD DAYS 759-9839
deposit lyr lease No pets
753-6831.
AND EVENINGS FOR
753-2905 or 753-7536
370
210
LIFEGUARD needed. Con- WINDOWS 95, INTERGOOD
2br, 1 bath, duplex,
Livestock
tact Brenda at Murray NET, MS OFFICE AND
washer & dryer included,
OTHERS. CALL HAWK& Supplies
Firewood
YMCA, 753-4295.
$275 527-9639
INS RESEARCH AT
BILLY goats for sale
A-FIREWOOD for sale
753-7001 TODAY.
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake- 502-753-4389
or
437-4667
iC
fIL Ark 4-11
Car Audio
land Westly Village, lbr 502-753-5960
NEED
babysitter
104 No. 5th St.
140
FIREWOOD, $30 deliv- apartment, utilities in3:45pm-10:45pm for 14mo
Want
Suite 201 Walnut Plaza
ered. 437-4718.
cluded, rent based on inold, in my home preferTo Buy
come.626 older, or handiMurray, Ky.
D1xle1and Center
753-0113
rably Must have referWOOD for sale 489-2775
cap & disabled Equal
ences. Will need some Sa- 2-4 ACRE building site on
Housing
Opportunity
Phone: 759-3954
turdays also. Call public water system, close
270
502-354-8888
to Murray. 615-232-6127.
753-6272,
Fax: 759-3955
40GAL fish tank, equipped
Mobile
LARGE 2br, 2 bath, new with stand $100 obo
Homes For Salo
This Is An Advcrusanent"
POSTAL JOBS 12.68/hr to ANTIQUES by the piece or
carpet & .ceramic tile, 2 492-6208
start, plus benefits. Car- collections. 753-9433 day 1650S0 ft, vinyl siding
blocks from MSU. $395
or
night.
riers, sorters, clerks, comshingle roof, brick founda
Plus deposit and refer- BEAUTIFUL blue eyed,
puter trainees For an appli- CASH paid
for good, used Don, new carpet, new vinyl
ences. No pets. 753-3949 7wk old, Huskie/ Wolff
cation & exam information rifles,
shotguns, and pis- 24'X10' deck, approx 1'4
or 759-3050 after business pups $150/ea. 759-3214.
call 1-800-636-5601 ext. tols Benson Sporting acres, natural gas, cable tv,
hours.
DOG obedience classes or
91, 8am-8pm, 7 days
miles from town 3br, 2
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For moving
Goods, 519 S 12th,
ROOMMATE wanted, 2br private Serving Murray 17
bath
Asking
$57,000
Murray.
PRINTING- full time entry
By Appointment Only
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
years
436-2858
duplex washer & dryer,
level BINDERY position. GLASS display case for 759-2310.
$230/mo. 753-3529
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
HEATED PET BOWLS,
Previous experience with shop Approx 4ft long. 3f1 1989 ATLANTA, 14X60 on
heated
buckets
&
heat
folder, knife, binder pre- high, 2ft deep 436-5400
Phone: 753-6910
approx. 1 acre Small stor- VERY nice 2br, 2 bath, with
ferred. Pnnting Services &
garage, appliances furn- mats Bird bath de-icers. All
age building $16,800
Daily,
Weekly or Monthly Rates
at
Farmers
Farrnacy,
DixieSupplies, 102 N 4th. STANDING TIMBER- any 436-5423.
ished, $550/mo One
species, large or small
month deposit, one year land Center 759-2248.
753-5397.
1991, 16x70 MOBILE lease. No pets 753-2905 or
tracts. 502-753-2533.
206 South 6th
VERY pretty English Setter
RESIDENT manager
home, 2br, 2bath. Must be 753-7536.
bird dog w/papers, 18mos
WANTED:
Riding mowers moved. Call 759-9350 after
needed for a Murray propold, $50 492-8858
erty. HUD expenence, apt & 4-wheelers that need 5Pfn
330
& utilities furnished plus work. 436-2867
Rooms
28R trailer, setup & ready
salary. Send resume to
For
Rent
to
move
into
753-9066
430
150
Cardinal Point Apts, 2741
EMergency Room: Full - time RN posiReal
Trimble, Paducah, KY
1614 OLIVE, gas heat, all
Articles
tion, Second Shift, occasionally will work
280
Estate
42001.
utilities furnished Coleman
For Saki
i9
Ltr t
Mob&
third shift and weekends when needed.
RE, 753-9898
18 ACRE mini farm with
YR old Tappan refriger.-4_CARPET & RoOR COVERING
How For Rent
Two
Part • time RN positions, second and
ator, almond color, 21 6
ROOM for rent- plus full beautiful building sites, all
Doing It right the first time costs
third shifts.
SUPERVISOR OF COST cubic ft, $450 753-0991, 2BR, 1 bath newly remod- house pnveleges Ideal for kinds of possibilities for
less then doing it over.
eled. All appliances furn- responsible adult or MSU horses, cattle, row cropACCOUNTING. Mattel, leave message
Current Tennessee licensure is required.
First Quality carpet, hardwood, till & vinyl
ished including washer & student, beautiful Cape ping, hobby farm, some
Inc. the world's leading play
ACLS and BCLS is required but offered at the
WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
company producing the in- 1970 350 MOTOR with dryer, water & garbage Cod, share bath with one trees. etc Lynn Grove
hospital
if needed. ER and Cntical Care
automatic
transmission
also.
$285/mo
plus
deposit
area
435-4645
30 Years Experience
dustry's hottest brands for
other tenant, storage in
New 1996 350 motor with 759-2060
experience
is preferred.
over 50 years has an openbasement Convenient to
Jim Knight
239 ACRES +1- located
Salo' I Installation Tam Taeor Rd
ing for an experienced 345hp Club B Woods 2BR, 1 bath Rent to own
MSU, hospital Quiet stuJay Knight
west of Hwy 69N between
mower Skat Blast- glass
Labor & Delivery:
dent environment will be
supervisor in cost accountMitch Knight
Kmghts
Kentucky and Cottage
heater Coats 40-40 tire Located in Grogan's Trailer
ing
to
join our manufacturenforced Rent $150 to
Full
- time RN Position, Second Shift.
Hwy 641 - 1 12 Miles South of Murray to
Park.
Coleman
RE
Grove, Tennessee Portion
ing facility in Murray, KY changer Rotary 9000Ibs 753-9898
$250, all utilities including
Tom Taylor Road Right 1500 yards
Part - time RN Position, Third Shift.
row crop, approx 102
car
lift
Diesel
engine
stand
The person we are seeking
local phone . calls ReferMust be able ID work flexible hours. Current
2BR trailer No pets Must ences required Call acres in CRP, balance in
will have a minumum of 5-7 Large fork lift- Taylor made
timber Has 20X20 hunting
753-2924.
Tennessee licensure is required. Experience
have
references
years accounting expen1-800-343-7767, ask for cabin
Call Tommy Moody,
753-9866
is preferred.
once supervising people in
Brian
Realtor,
Moody Realty Co,
a
high
volume, consumer ANTENNA, tower, and all 3BR,
NURSING HOME INSURANCE
central heat Call
Inc , 414 Tyson Ave Paris,
products manufacturing accessories Also Dish NetMed/Surg: Full - time LPN Position, Third
753-5209
TN 1-800-642-5093
environment The incum- work, 18' Satellite System
IS NOT JUST FOR
Shift. Pan - time LPN Position, Second Shift.
bent will be responsible for with lyr. 50 channel prog- NEW 3br, 2 bath, w/d, c/h/
HALEY Appraisals Bob
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!
Current Tennessee Licensure is required.
supervising other account- ramming, $499. Financing a, dishwasher. fireplace
Haley, state certified
Experience is preferred.
carport,
2BR,
w/d
hook-up,
Serious
ing professionals, for man- available For Sales and
Our new nursing home policies
applicants only No
759-4218
agement reporting prepa- Service call Beasley An- pets. $395/mo + $300 de- gas heat No pets
have an alternate plan of care that may
KOPPERUD Realty has
$345/mo 753-6931
posit 759-4354
ration of budgets, forecast- tenna, 901-642-4077
We offer a competitive salary with excellent
buyers waiting to purchase
pay for care in your own home if you
ing and other cost
benefits.
Retirement program includes em2BR
house,
central
h/a,
gas
BASS
guitar
with softshell
homes all price ranges If
accounting activities The
would otherwise have to go to the
appliances furnished in- you are thinking of sellingployer - sponsored contributions, 401 (k)
300
successful candidate will case 8, amp with cords
cluding washer & dryer No contact one of our courteAlso, 18sp bike 436-2102
Salary Deferral Plan and Employee Stock
nursing home.
have a BS/BA degree in
Business
pets, lyr lease, $445 plus ous and professional
Purchase
Plan. For information, please conaccounting with financial GAS hot water heater,
Rentals
Everyone would rather stay at
deposit Available Jan 1st agents at 753-1222 or stop
system experience, as well Envi-ro-temp, 40g1, only
tact the Human Resources Department at
753-1266
OFFICE
space
for
lease,
home if possible and now we may be
by office at 711 Main St
as solid interpersonal and 6mos old. $100. 759-5251
901-587-4261, Extension 208. Interested
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
verbal/wntten communicaable to provide the money under the
753-8302 or 753-9621
Candidates should submit resumes to:
LARGE
set,
ceramic
2BR
Lynn
in
Grove
area
tion glens An MBA or profialternate plan of care!
ciency with Mao Control or grandpa & grandma dolls, OFFICE space in South- $325/mo plus deposit. Call LAKE Barkley Beautiful
lakefront villa KY Lake
489-2870; after 5 30pm
MAC PAC General Ledger $150/ea 489-2443
side Shopping Center
Waterfront 1 acre starling
CALL ItrSTODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE
is a plus Mattel, Inc offers MUST sell' Old exercise $275/mo includes all utili- 3BR, 2 baths, double
gar- $39,900 Grey's Pat
a comprehensive salary bike $10 Also, romance ties
753-4509 or air 437-418d
759-2001
AMMINIImmoma
and benefits program in a books Call
769-9216. 753 6612.
3BR,
excellent
family
progressive environment
•••••••,
leave
—
' Attention: Human Resources Departseet
neighborhood, gas heat.
Please send your resume
161 Mt. Pella Road • P.O. Box 967
AACI
Coleman RE. 753 9898
indicating salary to Mettle. QUEEN size waterbed
headboard drawer pecks
Lois
Martin, Tennessee 38237
Inc , Employment Mane
3BR with gas log fireplace.
For kW
ger, 307 Poor Farm Road tool, $100 753 8531
ADA/E0E/ mif
cA/a. carport, appliances
E Murray, KY 42071-9564
ROCK SALT & other cold
HUGE
corner
furnished
3
$430/mo
lots
plus
in
Pm
Hard,
753-4199 Or 1-800-455-4199
An Equal Opportunity Em
weather items Farmers
deposit No pets Refer
don Heights, 5001.t from
ployer M/F/DN No phone Farmacy, Dixieland
759-5475
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY
enoes & lease required
city limits All underground
Center
calls or agencies please
759 2248
753-1059
city ublities 753-2339
492-8238

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

ANN'S Country Kitchen,
Hazel, KY needs afternoon
cook & dishwasher Apply
in person

GE1110601.13
West Ky. Answering
Service

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS

UNHEARD OF PRICES AT
STOREVVIDE REMODELING SALE

502-7671837

Wiggins Furniture

/ ALPINE
)0ddro
• rdrc6qate.

C. Mark Blankenship

Clarion

General Practice of Law

Tapes

Sunset Boulevard Music

HALEY'S

11919 Duck
LiTha Rental and Sales

Income Tax

Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service
753-8107

753-7728

Registered Nurse and
Licensed Practical Nurses:

•

Columbia Volunteer
General Hospital

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY

South 641 Securit
Storage

O(Ow
Gener
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Services
()florid

Name

For

Sill

NICE 31x home on extra big
lot Great location to Wang
Middle School & hospi
Priced low $60 s Call
753-5020
-•
4

NICE cozy. 2 story. 2, 1
bath, central gas heat,
screened porch, upslcurs
deck, 6yrs old Lake access. 3 lots, $35,000
527-9639

THE paint isn't dry on this

•

new 4br, 25 bath home
Palladian windows adorn
the facade of this excellent,
fully functional plan You'll
love els hardwood flooring
throughout, two spaaous
great rooms, soaring ceilings and quality craftsmanship throughout Located in
Murray Estates on quiet
cul-de-sac This home
could be lust what your
looking for For inquires call
435 4487, 759 1828 or
753-9950

ce

mb Brothers

Tree Service

502'36-S'7'4
1.-BOO-548-520.2

Trey 7newt-ling
Frye EMMONS ift;ENSE) & MIRED
Tree, Remota)
24 lir Sawa
Operated
&
Oenei
Stump Remo,al
Guam Onanang &
Jeanup Sett*,
WI
Muich Hauling
Light liauhrig. Etc.
Lam& aping
TN LAMB
Full bile a
fIv Tramming
1 .1,4 1 11
•••• •
quiptroent
Trim Swaying

Commercial Preventative Maintenance
& Repairs
Residential & Apartments Maintenance
Thaw & Repair Frozen Lines

Office -Hazed

Aattelic Mall"
8 a.m.-5 p.m.

470

492-6168

or 436-5885
Clarence Goforth or Jeremy Rose

1993 TIMBERWOLF, excellent condition, low
hours racks 753-9274 or
753-4487

1990 FORD Festiva,
$2,200. 767-0850.
1983 TRANS Am, runs II
looks good. $1,350. Call
758-9046, OW 6pm.
1993 CAMERO. 56,XXX
miles, all power, air. Extra
sharp! 436-2116
1993 EAGLE Vision, emerald green, loaded.
527-5294. after 5pm.

Custom
CABINETS
WOODWORKING
Will
7'0 Your Specifications!
• Kitchen Cabinets & • Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops _
502-759-9672_ .
630 N. 4th Si.(Ni to 1..a.satcr Plaster) • Murray
A DIVISION 01- S017111ERN WALL SYSTEMS.

1995 DODGE Neon, 2dr,
white, 5sp $9,000 obo

i

111.11111111111 III

IIIIUI

1

ATTENTION I
Contractor or Home Builders

Cooksey's Plumbing

1093 OLDSMOBILE 88
Royale, 4dr, while, power
window's, power locks.
good condition, 74xxx
miles. $9500. Call
474-8704 after 6pm.
1994 TOYOTA Corolla,
34,XXX miles. auto. air, 5yr
or 60,XXX warranty, 1
owner. $8,500.00.
753-7237

Lie-snood Master Plumber
Fro* Estimates
New Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement

Phone 436-2667 I
III Ell
I
Stranded By Bad Credit?
Bank,uptcy,
credit,
problem.

436-6026. leave message
1995 TOYOTA Camry LE,
19.XXX miles loaded,dark -Statt Driving Agalit_WIth Our
green ext tan int , excel24-Hour Auto Loan Hotline
lent condition, $16,500
Call (901)247-5258
1-800-748-8353
495
Call Doug Clark
COUNTRY
CHEVROLET
Vans
1989 PLYMOUTH Voya-

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

thaid
Tiucks

•••

1994 F 150 XL swb V8,
auto $9500 753 0115 be
fore 5 30 759 9086 after
5 30
1994 FORD Ranger, 4x4,
extended cab. loaded Nice
48 XXX miles Days
753 5341, nights
767 9503
1994 GMC 4X4 full size,
54,XXX miles, all options
$12,900 obo 759-1070
1994 GMC Sierra. Avb, 5sp,
chrome wheels, air, $8,800
obo 489-2378
1995 CHEVROLET S-10
ext cab, black, custom
wheels, factory lift, Limited
Edition, 29xxx miles,
$16.900 obo. Call
759-5661 after 5prn
1995 CHEY Silvered°, cox

All Types Of
Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
40SI SUNRURY

Building quality homes at an affordable
price. Free floor plan consulting and
building estimates.
We make a difference by being different'
Call today and see why your home
should be built with PRESTIGE"

753-5628
RON HALL HEATING & COOLING
Central Heating 8 Cooling Service 8 Installation
Quality Contractor Network Heat Pump Installer
-We Service All Major Brands-

AMERICAN
Me STANDARD
mown=
UAL liv
NC 1 WOW

ler 8pm

RIK
,4,00( Or. ••

cif

Murray, Ky.

(502) 435-4699

Walters Contracting
753-2592
Free Estimates
Guaranteed Quality Work
Licensed & Insured
Over 20 Years E. rience
Roofing. Addition., V111)1 SIdIng. DeLks,
Remodeling

20%

Discount On All Roofing

Nov. thru Feb.

1995 000GE Dually SLT,
Turbo Diesel Fully loaded,

tion, 44.xxx miles Engine
warranty to 100xxx miles
$20.500 Call 474 8704 af

MURRAY (Behind Biny Bread)

Prestige Homes

tended cab, 4X4, loaded.
tilt, cruise, aluminum
wheels, p/s, p/b, trailer low,
low miles, nice truck
753-9735

all power, custom wheels,
running boards, towing
package White with blue
interior Excellent condi-

CLEANING yards barns
sheds, attics, garages
Hauling Free estimates
Luke Lamb, 436-5950

JOHN'S Quality Home
Improvements over Myra
•xperience Plumbing
electrical, carpentry and in
tenor design and decorating One call does it at

A-1 Tree professionals

Stump removal, tree spray
rig, serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 437 3044
or 492-8737

mulching, raking & junk
hauling Tree trimming
Medi Lamb 436-5791

APPLIANCE REPAIRS:

Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455.
APPLIANCE REPAIR. All
brands; Kenmore. 30+
years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
BACKHOE Service- small
jobs, driveways, box blade,
rotterbIling, snow removal
753-0834 Of 759-9835
BACKHOE Service- ROY
HILL. Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664.
BACKHOE SERVICE.
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement. 759-1515.
BOB'S Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134,
492-8584
CARPENTRY & Remodeling Winter rates $12/1,our
753 0563, 901-247-5783
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes-formotor home, boats. RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664

502-759-9242 cell ph
remodeling, vinyl siding 502-832 2246
20yrs experience
753-5592
LAMB Brother Home imCOMPLETE residential provements, remodeling,
construction New homes,
add-ons, garages & remod-

eling Free estimates Call
753-7091
CONSTRUCTION &
REPAIR Free estimates
Remodeling, fencing deck
trig, plumbing & electrical
489 2832
COUNTERTOPS and
kitchen cabinet refacing
with formica Wultrs Recovery, Murray 436-5560

additions, rooting, siding,
tree estimates 436-2269
LICENSED for electnc and
gas 435-4358

LYNNVILLE concrete finishing 382-2595, Josh
LaBossiere
PLUMBING Repair All
types plumbing repair.
Reasonable rates,
502-437-4545
PLUMBING repairs, fast
servioe. 436-5256
CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks & fencing Excellent SEAMLESS gutters inworkmanship Affordable stalled, residential or commercial, Serval' Gutter Co.
rates 753-7860
753-6433
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic sys- SUREWAY Tree & Stump
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm, Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free esHorace Sholar
timates Day or night,
DAVID'S Cleaning Ser- 753-5484
vices 'Cleaning vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes, TELEPHONE JACKS INboats, brick driveways, STALLED, $35.00 Cable
parking lots, all exterior jacks added, moved Busicleaning, acid cleaning ness telephone systems
available. David Borders, sold and installed Custom
Insured, Completely Mo- home electronics sales and
bile Phone 502-759-4734. service Murray Telephone
and Electronics 753-7567
Cellular 502-853-1108.
Prompt Reliable Service
ELECTRICAL services by
R&R electric Does your THE Gutter Co Seamless
home/ business need at- aluminum gutters variety
tention? Call us for all your of colors Licensed, inelectrical problems sured Estimate available
759-4690
Murray- 762-0001
Cellular- 519-1592.
WANTED: Odd jobs; HaulG & E Plumbing repairs ing, snow removal, tree re
Free estimates. 492-8680 moval, etc. Have references. For free estimate
or 759-5613.
call 753-9048, leave mesHANDYMAN Company sage. Experienced.
Remodel Repair Replace Emergency WOOD VCR- repairing
electrical/ plumbing. We do VCR's, microwaves, Monit all! Licensed & insured Fri,9-12, 1-5. Free estimates Visa/MC accepted.
474-8621
753-0530
HOME Improvement for a
monthly budget. Call Lee
560
Starks Construction Vinyl
Free
siding, replacement winCokican
dows, decks & patios Financing available for quali- FEMALE Beagle, neufied buyers. 492-8238.
tered, age unknown. Fe
male Beagle mix, 3yrs,
IF you need home repairs neutered.
753-7797.
outside or inside, call
1-50 2-8 56-3805 or
1-502-489-2607. We also
build new structures
IMMACULATE Cleaning
Service_ Prompt thorough
service, free estimates &
references. Call Jamie at
759-2310

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

WEDNESDAY.JANUARY 22. 1997
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon honisLope. based on y OW own
date of birth. call I-900-988-7788. Your phone company will hill you 99
cents a minute)
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Office Open
7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Closed Saturday
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Blood
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Betty

'TODAY'S CHILDREN are enthusiastic and impulsive, eager to grab
the ball and run with it. Wise parents will applaud their energy while pointing out that success will sometimes depend on their ability to hold something in reserve. Good timing is a must! Born charmers.these Aquauians are
skilled at getting what they want. They hate the idea of rules and regulations
and will often wheedle a special exemption for themselses. Self-employment will hold much more appeal than punching a time clock.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Scpt. 22): It's
a good day to shop, write letters and
discuss business plans with a knowledgeable friend. Expect to get top
dollar for your work!
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): If
your vitality is low, take it easy. This
is not the time to tackle chores
involving physical exertion. When
devising a budget, allow for emergencies.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Take a tip about your appearance
from someone who is fashion-conscious. You want to make an excellent impression wherever you go!
Your popularity soars when you let
others do more of the talking.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): An older individual may be
boastful or act superior. Let this person's remarks go by without comment. Gossip is best ignored. Rely
on your instincts when making a
decision about romance.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): Someone is determined to make
you pay for an idle comment. Guard
your speech in the future. A current
romance may not be what you envisioned. Make constructive changes
if hoping to salvage the relationship.
AQUARIUS-4.1an-20-Feb, JP;
A confrontation could spell the end
to a troubled relationship. Do not let
a meddlesome friend influence your
decision. A candid discussion with a
co-worker could prove enlightening.
PISCES (Feb. 1,9-March 20):
Seize the opportunity to alb in on a
lucky break. You are inspired by
both a clever idea and visions of
happy times. Loved one needs to
know you care. -

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
New responsibilities could weigh
heavily on your shoulders. Be sure
to take an occasional day or weekend off. Children's activities and
creative projects will vie for your
attention in April. Let youngsters
know they can always count on you.
A delightful romantic diversion is
featured as summer begins. Your
personal life becomes more fulfilling. Get your facts straight before
closing a major business deal. A
long-term agreement promises lasting job security.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DAY: actress Linda Blair,
actress Piper Laurie, poet Lord
Byron, rapper Jazzy Jeff.
ARIES (March 2I-April 19):
Take frequent short breaks from
work if your energy level is low. Anew relationship needs more time to
develop. Dealing with negative peo_
ple leaves you feeling drained.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Luck is with you! A hobby could
lead to extra income or even a fulltime job. Your social life accelerates.
Drinking and driving do not mix.
Use public transportation or ask
- - friends for a ride.
GEMINI (May 2I-June 20):
Someone may misinterpret your
remarks; explain what you meant. If
you leave your money or resources
unprotected today, others may try to
appropriate them.
CANCER (June 2I -July 22):
Watch out for financial surprises.
Your partner or mate_ could pressure
you to spend jointly owned funds.
Spending a relaxing evening with

family or close friends helps you put
thing's it) perspective.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Use this
slower-paced day to catch up on
routine chores. Pick up on positive
thoughts. Unexpected developments
could convince you to change certain social plans.

Hett. a.-1/404.e.4
D41..44$.4 Buy
Girl
Scout
Cookies

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates
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BEEN DC

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.

Rainstorms, blizzards on
the rise, researchers say

500

.. •

Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal. tree 'Praying, hedge trimming, lendscaping, mulch hauling &
mulch spreading gutter
cleaning Licensed &
sured Full line of equipment, Free estimates Tim
136-5741,
Lamb
14100-546-5202.

1-800-457-4886
527-8671
104 W. 5th, Beinton, Ky.

ger, V 6, new tires $2,200
759-1695
1991 SAFARI extended,
panel with windows,
77 XXX miles $7,500 obo
Evenings 382 2232

1978 CHEVROLET 4X4,
350, runs good Call
492-6208
1985 CHEVY Solverado,
LWB. 20xxx miles on reblt
305, new front end, bedliner, toolbox, good tires,
very reliable truck Most
parts have been replaced
recently $4,000 OBO Will
consider trade for small,
fuel efficient Jap. car in
good condition Call after
4pm Of leave message for
Steve
anytime
502-436-5648
1989 FORD Ranger pickup, 104,XXX miles Good
work truck 753-7797
1994 CHEVY 3500 Silverdually,
ado
white, 454 5sp, 6
new tires. 78,XXX miles.
Ask $14,800 obo
753 4186, message

Swim
NNW

AFFORDABLE, quality,
construction you'll be proud
of Building, remodeling
roofing, vinyl siding, porches, decks, masonry,
sidewalks & general home
repairs Free estimates
759-0505
ALL around hauling, tree
work, junk clean up Joe,
436-2867
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp ,
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings
remodeling, repairs, AGC
certified 489-2214
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056.

After Hours: 436-2052
Motorcycles

1982 VOLKSWAGON
Rabbit. 4sp, $8000bo. Cal
7 5 9 - 1 9 6 5 ,
7:30am-3:30pm, Mon-Fri.

Unice,
Offered

A & A Lawn Care Leaf

Go Fast Maintenance

HOROSCOPES

Services
Offered

COLSON Home Repairs
Additions garages decks

1

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Forty inches of rain falls on the
Sierra Nevada in only five days.
Minnesota exhausts its snow removal budget by mid-January: A
Navajo reservation sits isolated
by a blizzard in Arizona.
Winter storms seem more ferocious each year - and they just
may be, according to ominous
data from the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration.
Since 1900, the number of
what scientists call extreme precipitation events - blizzards and
heavy rainstorms - has jumped
20 percent in the United States.
And the total amount of winter
precipitation is up 10 percent,
says Thomas Karl, the NOAA
climatologist who compiled the
data from a century's worth of
rainfall reports.
"There isn't really a 'hundredyear' event anymore, and it has
been particularly notable in the
last few decades," he says. "We
think that's important from the
standpoint of impacts - snow
and flooding, for instance, and
the way in which we have to contend with these extreme events."
The hundred-year storm was
estimated as the worst that might
be expected in any 100-year
period.
The only U.S. region that has
escaped the trend so far comprises- Southern California, Arizona and Nevada, Karl says. But
recent, data from Australia and
South Africa indicates those
countries are also experiencing
heavier storming and scientists
believe the phenomenon is
global.
Climatologists aren't sure what
causes the trend, although it is
consistent with computer models
that have looked at the consequences of global warming.
Warmer air can hold more
moisture, so when precipitation is
finally released, more rain or
snow falls in one event.
And that creates an equally unpleasant flip side, says Kevin
Trenberth of the National Center
for Atmospheric Research in
Denver.

753-4461

With more water in the atmosphere, there is less in the soil.
"If you're in an area where it's
not raining, the drying- occurs a
little faster," Trenberth iays.
"You get wilting plants and
eventually drought faster than
you would otherwise. And the
drought is likely to be a little bit
worse."
Then, when the rain finally
comes, it is so heavy that much
of the water runs off before it can
sink into the ground, he adds.
Trenberth, who tracks the El
Nino phenomenon that sets off
weather abnormalities around the
world, including heavy rain on
the West Coast, says that it, too,
seems to be changing.
El Nino, a warming of the water in the central Pacific, used to
last less than two years. But its
most recent appearance lasted
five years. from 1990 to 1995.

FO

MURRAY FAMILY YMCA
209 N 121h St • 759-9622

resolutionsolution4- 1510 Chestnut St •753-4295
Call Me To Compare
Our Price & Coverage
On Auto Insurance

:
, 41211"'
' gle•-ar

-Standard & High Risk

A

Ross Insurance
Agency

1
.
A.

Ross
Agent

Ashley J.

7

0111011tot

Murray
502-753-0489

In the construction trailer between
Pier-I and the fortfier Tabers IrOdy Shop Building
Stop by and see us or call for FREE pick-up and delivery of your job
(502) 753-7117 •(502)753-7990• Fax:(502)753-1398
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TUESDAY. JANUARY 21

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK
Teo years ago
Students, faculty and concerned citizens are pictured joining hands at a celebration of the
birthday of Martin Luther King
Jr. on Jan. 19 at Curtis Center,
Murray State University.
An open house was held Jan.
18 at the new building of the
Blood River Baptist Association
at Hardin. The Rev. Terry Sills is
director of missions.
Betty Boston and Mary Gertzen presented a special holiday
program at a meeting of the
Home Department of Murray
Woman's Club at Calloway
Public Library. Local senior citizens were special guests.
Births reported include a girl to
Kathy and Bobby Griffith, Jan.
15.
Twenty years ago
Pictured are Joyce Gibson and
Gerry Requarth of Murray Natural Gas System checking the
telemetering equipment installed
at the gas offices to measure the
daily flow of natural gas in the
city. Supt. Tommy Marshall said
that conservation measures in the
city have eased the short-term
problem, but that the long-range
situation is still critical.
Fire destroyed the home of
Steve and Sarah Alexander on
Penny-Airport Road about 11:15
p.m. Jan. 19.
Susan Kay Nanny and Jeffrey
Lee Dunman were married Jan. 1
at the home of the bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. John C.
Nanny.

DEAR ABBY

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Jan. 21. the 21st day of 1997. There are 344 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 21, 1793, during the French Revolution, King Louis XVI,
condemned for treason, was executed on the guillotine.
On this date:
In 1861, Jefferson Davis of Mississippi and four other Southerners
resigned from the Senate.
In 1908, New York City's Board of Aldermen passed an ordinance
that effectively prohibited women from smoking in public. However,
the measure was vetoed by Mayor George B. McClellan Jr.
In 1915, the first Kiwanis Club was founded, in Detroit.
In 1924, Russian revolutionary Vladimir llyich Lenin died at age
54.
In 1942, Count Basic and His Orchestra recorded "One O'Clock
Jump" in New York for Okeh Records.
In 1950, a federal jury in New York found former State Department
official Alger Hiss guilty of perjury.
In 1950, George Orwell, author of "1984," died in London.
In 1954, the first atomic submarine, the USS Nautilus, was
launched at Groton, Conn.
In 1976, the supersonic Concorde jet was put into service by Britain
and France.
In 1977, 20 years ago, President Carter pardoned almost all
Vietnam War draft evaders.
Ten years ago: West Germany's Justice Ministry, faced with the mcent abductions of two West Germans in Lebanon, indicated that extraditing a suspect in the 1985 hijacking of a TWA jetliner to the United States could take longer than originally expected.
Five years ago: The Supreme Court agreed to review a Pennsylvania law imposing waiting periods and other restrictions on abortions.
The court later upheld most of the restrictions while reaffirming womens' constitutional right to abortion.
One year ago: At the 53rd annual Golden Globes, "Sense and Sensibility" won best dramatic picture; "Babe" won best comedy; best
dramatic acting awards went to Nicolas Cage for "Leaving Las
Vegas" and Sharon Stone for "Casino," while awards for acting-in a
comedy or musical went to Nicole Kidman for "To Die For" and
John Travolta for "Get Shorty."
Today's Birthdays: Actress Jinx Falkenberg is 78. Actor Paul Scofield is 75. Actress Ann Wedgeworth is 62. Blues singer-musician
Snooks Eaglin is 61. Golfer Jack Nicklaus is 57. Opera singer Placido
Domingo is 56. Singer Richie Havens is 56. Singer Mac Davis is 55.

Thirty years ago
Kathy Rayburn of University
School, daughter of Mrs. Joe Nell
Rayburn, Theresa Resig of Murray High School, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John Resig, and Carol
Barrow of Calloway County High
School, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd Barrow, were named as
Good Citizens of 1967 by the
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of
the Daughters of the American
Revolution, according to Mrs.
Leon Grogan, DAR committee
chairman.
Terry M. Julian, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Max E. Julian of Murray, has been selected for technical training as an aircraft maintenance specialist at Amarillo Air
Force Base, Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. E.B. Brandon
will be married 50 years Jan. 23.
Forty years ago
Bill Sumner, Cletus Fair, W.O.
Spencer, Jean Green, Marvin
Swann, Guy Turner, Ralph Morris, Junior Barnett, Cohen Stubblefield, and Flavil Robertson
were elected as officers of Murray Rescue Squad.
In high school basketball
games, Lynn Grove beat Kirksey,
South Christian beat Murray
High, Greenville beat New Concord, and Graham beat Hazel.
High team scorers were Tommy
McNeely for Lynn Grove, Falwell for Kirksey, Dixon and
Adams for South Christian, Hill
for Murray High, Sumers for
Greenville, Buchanan for New
Concord, Roark for Graham, and
Hampton for Hazel.

them.

MISS MARY ANN,
VOLUNTEER.BRADDOCK
I)R I VE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
SANTA MONICA. CALIF
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DEAR ABBY: The letter from
D.W. in Reno, Nev." about giving
needy children books for the holidays caught my attention. I would
like to tell D.W. about Rolling Readers, California's largest nonprofit
children's literacy organization. It
was started in 1961 by a father,
who — after noticing the profound
effects of reading aloud to his suns
— volunteered to read to kids at a
homeless shelter. The experience
was very rewarding tag I can attest,
because I am a Rolling Reader volunteer), and it took only an hour
per week. And after that, he. began
recruiting others with a love of
books, reading and children. •
We volunteers go to our assigned
schools or other locations, such as
homeless shelters once a week and
read aloud to one or more classes.
Three times a year we have a Book
Give-Away when each child gets his
or her own new book.
We hope that by reading aloud to
children, we will help them to learn
to read; and that, by giving them
books of their own, they will learn
to love reading. I always tell my
"story children" that education is
one of the most important gifts of
life, and the key to a good education
is reading. Besides, it's fun!
Children love to hear stories. but
they are thrilled to have their own
books. "I don't have to bring it back,
Miss Mary Ann? You mean I can
keep it'?" I am often asked by children who never before owned a
book. It's been four years since my
rst Book Give-Away, and kids stop
me on the playground and tell me
they still have the first lxx)k I gave

CONTRACT BRIDGE
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suit school, did exactly that, whereupon South continued with the
queen. East had no choice but to
duck again in order to kill the rest of
dummy's clubs.
However, this was a classic case
of the successful operation in which
the patient died. After the secorld
club held, declarer drove out the ace
ofdiamonds and wound up with nine
tricks — two spades, two hearts,
two clubs and three diamonds.
As can he seen,if East had taken
the first club and returned a spade,
the contract would have failed. With
the clubs blocked and the spade ace
no longer in dummy, declarer could
not have come to more than eight
tricks.
How can East know to win the
first club? By applying straightforward common sense. East should
Most players learn very early on reason that if South has the K-Q-x of
that,on defense,it is often correct to clubs, declarer cannot be prevented
hold up an ace in a suit declarer is from enjoying dummy's clubs regardtrying to establish — particularly at less of when East takes the ace.
East must therefore assume that
notrtunp. There are exceptions to
every rule, however, and a defender South has either the K-Q or K-x of
must constantly be on the lookout clubs. In either case, it is right to
for them lest he allow declarer to take the first club and return a spade
to kill dummy's entry.
steal an unmakable contract.
Observe that it does not help
Take this case where South was
in three notrurnp and West led a South in the actual deal to lead the
spade. Declarer won the first spade club queen first rather than the king.
in his hand,preserving dummy's ace East should still win the queen with
as an entry,and led the king ofclubs. the ace and return a spade on the
East, a longtime member of the assumption that declarer has either
hold-up-your-ace-in-declarer's-long- the K-Q or Q-x of clubs.
Tomorrow: A shadow on the horizon

East dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
+ A6
74
•9 5 2
+J 10 9 7 6 3
EAST
WEST
4J.954
+ Q 10 7 2
V Q 98 2
J 10 3
•7 6
• A 84 3
4 A 84
+52
SOUTH
•K 8 3
V A K 65
• K Q J 10
+K Q
The bidding:
North
South West
East
3 NT
Pass
2 NT
Pass
Opening lead — two of spades.
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50 — Piper
51 Informer
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55 International
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desires
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42 Ventilate
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10 Roman three
11 Lair
16 Electrical
safety
devices
18 Deface
20 Period
22 Mirror
23 Currency
25 — Kippur
27 Resolution
28 Having flaps
for hearing
30 Resort
32 Dawn
goddess
36 Canine cry
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its capital
41 Spookily
43 King (Fr
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47 Cut de —
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DEAR MISS MARY ANN: rm
pleased to inform my readers
about this worthwhile project.
Your letter reminds me of the
poem:
"Richer than I you will never
be,
"For I had a mother who read
to me."
Although Rolling Readers is
a California project — it's the
Largest nonprofit children's literacy organization in the state
— there is no reason why it
can't be replicated in every
community where there are
concerned adults willing to give
their time. Rolling Readers represents a most noble form of
diversity: They art' black, white,
yellow and brown; college students and retirees; executives
and actors; homemakers and
cab drivers; Republicans and
Democrats.
For more information about
this worthwhile effort, contact:
Rolling Readers, P.O. Box
927315, San Diego, Calif. 921927315, or call 1-800-390-READ or
619-738-7243. They will help you
volunteer, start a volunteer
team or start a local chapter.
DEAR ABBY: Recently you
printed a letter from a hospital volunteer who asked that mail for
patients be addressed with their
legal (first. middle and last( names,
not nicknames.
Perhaps this hint will also help
your readers when they address
cards to people who are hospitalized: Instead of your own return
address, use the patient's home
- address.
If the person is discharged before
the mail arrives at the hospital
(which is often the easel, the card
will be delivered to his/her home.
rather than coming back to you.
ELSIE PRIBULA,
BETHLEHEM.PA.DEAR ELSIE: Several readers offered this tip, which I
think is excellent. I'm pleased to
share it.

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am 83 and ni
good health, despite having had a
heart attashi, at 48. I'm on no medicine.
exercise rbgularly and have had no
chest pain. Nonetheless, for the past
few months, I've experienced a
"thumping" sensation off and on in my
chest when I walk. My doctor believes
that it may have something to do with
deterioration of the cartilage between
the ribs and the breastbone. Have you
ever heard of this?
DEAR READER: No. I haven't.
The sensation you describe is More
likely to be caused by an irregularity
of your heartbeat, which has nothing
whatsoever to do with cartilage. In
view of the fact that your "thumping"
is associated with exercise. I'm concerned that it could reflect a serious
cardiac disorder.
If. for example, your heart muscle
fails to receive adequate circulation at
times, it may contract irregularly.
This could be a sign that another
heart attack is imminent.
In my opinion, you should undergo
two tests:
First. a Holler monitor. This is a
continuously recorded, 24-hour cardiogram that measures every heartbeat. When you have a symptom, you
record the time of the event in a diary
When the magnetic tape of your pulse
record is later analyzed by a computer for abnormalities, the thumping
may be correlated with an arrhythmia
(disruption of the normal pulse rater.
Although some arrhythmias are common and harmless, others are not and
require preventive therapy, such as
beta-blockers.
Second, you should have a stress
test. This is a cardiogram recorded
while you exercise. It is a good
method of detecting exercise-induced
abnormalities that reflect poor coronary circulation and which may
require a variety of treatments.
If the Bolter monitor and the stress
test are normal, you can disregard the
thumping and continue your regular
life pattern. However, for any abnormal test findings, you ought to be
examined and treated by a cardiologist.
I believe that possible pulse irregularities should never be dismissed,
especially in an older person, particularly in an individual who has had a
heart attack Return to your doctor
and request the tests I mentioned.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Understanding Heart
Disease."

TTRm.D.
PETE
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DEATHS
Roy V. Collins
-t• ti
I

Roy V. Collins, 85, of Cairo, Ill., and Liule Oaks Road, Murray,
died Saturday, Jan. 18, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired manager of the Cairo Public Utility Commission, he also
served as a consultant. He was a member of Tigert Memorial United
Methodist Church, Cairo, Elks Lodge 651, Cairo V.F.W. Post 2649,
Cairo Post of American Legion, Cairo Masonic Lodge 237, Scottish
Rite Bodies of Southern Illinois, Ainad Shrine Temple, KIM Shrine
Club of Cairo, and Cairo Kiwanis Club.
Mr. Collins, a 32nd degree mason, served on the board of directors
of Cairo Chamber of Commerce and. was past president of American
Public Gas Association. He was an Army veteran of World War II.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Christine Collins; one daughter,
Mrs. Rebecca Howell and husband, Jim, and one grandson, Christopher Howell, Clarksville, Ind.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 10:30 a.m. in the chapel of Barkett Funeral Home, Cairo, Ill. The Rev. Kelly Cox will officiate. Burial
will follow in U.S. National Cemtery, Mound City, Ill.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Elks memorial rites will be conducted at 7 p.m. by Cairo Lodge 651.

William Wilson Greer
Graveside services for William Wilson Greer were Sunday at 3:30
p.m. at Bevil Cemetery, Paris, Tenn. The Rev. Warren T. Sykes
officiated.
Pallbearers were Jimmy Wilson, Rgnnie Greer, David Parrish,
Robert Parrish, Floyd Scott and Ronnie Jackson. Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn., was in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Helping Hands Radio
Auction or a favorite charity.
Mr. Greer, 86, Paris, Tenn., died Saturday, Jan. 18, 1997, at Henry
County Nursing Home, Paris.
He was married July 13, 1952, to the former Gurtha Ann Garrett
who died May 19, 1967. One daughter, Lacy Hughes, and seven
brothers and sisters also preceded him in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Anna Pearl Smith, Aurora;
three sons, Rodger Greer, William Lee Greer and Wayne Greer, all of
Paris, Tenn.

Mrs. Robbie S. Wilson
The funeral for Mrs. Robbie S. Wilson was Sunday at 2 p.m. at
Cadiz Baptist Church. The Rfv. Norman Ellis officiated. Music was
by Mike Rose, vocalist, and Dr. Dawn Rose, pianist,
Pallbearers were Jim Wallace, Alfred Cossey, _Kevin High, John
Belt, Bob Lester and Bobby Stallons. Burial was in 'Bogard Cemetery
in Land Between the Lakers with arrangements by Goodwin Funeral
Home of Cadiz.
Mrs. Wilson, 90, Second Street, Cadiz, died Friday, Jan. 17, 1997,
at 5:20 p.m. at Crittenden County Hospital, Marion.
Born June 12, 1906, in Trigg County, she was the daughter of the
late William Hat Smith and Annie Smith Smith. Also preceding her in
death were one grandson, William (Bill) Newton Wilson; five sisters,
Mrs. Minnie Bogard, Mrs. Iva Ward, Mrs. Lettie Miller, Mrs. Keatha
Cossey and Mrs. Fanny Connor; and one brother, Kale Smith.
Survivors include one son, W.R. Wilson, Cadiz; one sister, Mrs. Susie Smith Matheny, Murray; two granddaughters, Elizabeth Lee Wilson Belt and Vona Rose Wilson High.

Charlie Snyder
Friends of Charlie Snyder may call at his residence from 5 to 8 p.m.
on Wednesday.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of
arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Humane Society of
Calloway County.
Mr. Snyder, 62, Stamps Lane, Murray, died Sunday, Jan. 19, 1997,
at 2:55 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Barbara Jepson Snyder; three
daughters, Mrs. Sherry Crittendon and husband, Richard, Murray,
Mrs. Susan Adams and husband, Terry, Dexter, and Mrs. Sharon Wilson and husband, Kim, Hazel; one son, Michael Snyder and wife, Julie, Hurst, Texas; nine grandchildren, Marsha- Adams, Terry Scott
Adams, David Crittendon, Benjamin Crittendon, Aaron Wilson and
Karlee Wilson, all of Calloway County, and Mikey Snyder, Jessie
Snyder and Tony Snyder, all of Hurst, Texas.

Cabinet touts new jobs
created during last year
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) There were more than 20,000
new jobs announced by new or
expanded industries in Kentucky
during 1996, the Cabinet for Economic Development said today.
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Those announcements also represent potential total investment
of. more than $1.9 billion.
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The biggest single part of the
job growth came from existing
manufacturing firms, which officials said was particularly gra-

tifying and has important implications for future development.
"First, many Kentucky industries are so successful in the commonwealth that they're choosing
to expand in Kentucky. Second,
many out-of-state industries have
heard about Kentucky's advantages and are choosing to locate
here,'' Gov. Paul Patton said in a
statement. "That's a powerful
combination that is helping improve the quality of life for thousands of Kentucky families."
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ll01 Riverwood
Seller will entertain
offers at $100,000 below
appraised price!
Call Rebecca
753-0425 (after hours)
for appointment.

Schwan's Sales
Enterprise
759-9701
will be parked every
Wednesday from 4-6 p.m

Boone's Laundry
North 12th Street
Murray
Next to Arby's
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Dallas(Dal) Lawrence Salyer
Dallas (Dal) Lawrence Salyer, 93. Reidland, died Monday, Jan. 20,
1997. at 12:45 p.m. at Caldwell County Hospital, Princeton.
A former resident of Calloway County, Mr. Salyer retired from
Firestone Tire and Rubber, Akron, Ohio. He was the son of the late
William Melton Kirkland Salyer and Sarah Elizabeth Reeder Salyer.
One sister and three brothers preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Ocie L. Salyer, to whom he had
been married for 55 years; one daughter, Mrs. Janis Ward, Reidland:
one sister, Mrs. Mae Wirerich, Carrollton, Texas; two grandchildren,
Scott Allen, Greenwood, Ind., and Lone Reed, Grand Rivers; four
great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Lindsey
Funeral Home, Paducah. The Rev. Paul Blizard will officiate. Entombment will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens Mausoleum.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Wednesday.

Mrs. Theldra Morris Stamps
Graveside services for Mrs. Theldra Morris Stamps were
today at
11 a.m. at Elm Grove Cemetery. The Rev. G.T.
Moody officiated.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of
arrangements.
Mrs. Stamps, 93, Outland School Road, Murray, died
Wednesday,
Jan. 15, 1997, at 7 p.m. at Suitcr Family Care
Home, Paducah.
Her husband, Vernon Stamps, died in 1971. Also
preceding her in
death were one granddaughter, Linda Potts; one sister,
Jewell Morris;
and five brothers, Wybert Morris, Wyvan Morris,
Edward (Brown)
Morris, Cline Morris and Keith Morris.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Annabel Potts
and husband,
Harold, one brother. Ralph Morris, and a sister-in-law, Mrs. Eva
Morns, all of Murray; several nieces and nephews.
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Mrs. Birdie Lee (Granny) Rowlett
Services for Mrs. Birdie Lee (Granny) Rowleu will be Saturday at
11 a.m. at St. John Missionary Baptist Church, where she was the oldest member. Elder Dennis Ward and the Rev. Norris Mills will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home from 6
to 8 p.m. Friday, and at the church after 9 a.m. Saturday.
Mrs. Rowlett, 96, Murray, died Monday, Jan. 20, 1997, at 3:45 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Her husband, Arthur Rowlett,
preceded her in death.
Survivors include one stepson, Eugene Rowlett and wife, Sarah,
Toledo, Ohio; one sister, Mrs. Agie Baity and husband, Ross, Detroit,
Mich.; one brother, Aubrey Martin, Puryear, Tenn.; several nieces and
nephews; several great-nieces and nephews.

Mrs. Iona Baker
Funeral rites for Mrs. Iona Baker will be today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Gary Cruse will
officiate. Burial will follow in Provine Cemetery.
Mrs. Baker, 82, Benton, died Sunday, Jan. 19, 1997, at 3:19 p.m. at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
She was a member of Zion's Cause Baptist Church. Preceding her
in death were her parents, Rockford Keith Provine and Malina
Chaudett Provine; one daughter, Glenda Baker; one sister; two
brothers.
SUrvivors include her husband, Lawrence Baker; one sister, Mrs.
Ursula DuBois, Dearborn, Mich.; one brother, Virgil Provine, Murray.

STOCK UP NOW DURING

Cornmin®
FINAL MARKDOWN
SALE!
MEN'S DEPARTMENT
Dress Shirts

Casual Pants

Over 500 To Ciaoose From!

Haggar & Morel

$
1
500

S1500

$1500

Sportshirts

10.17 GREAT REASONS

Sweaters

LET IT SNOW, LET IT SNOW
LET IT SNOW....

Ties

4 WHEEL DRIVES IN STOCK FOR INSTANT DEUVERY
'97 JEEP WRANGLER SE
'97 DAKOTA CLUB CAB SPORT
'97 RAM 1500 SLT SWB
'97 RAM 1500 SLT SWB
'97 RAM 1500 SLT SWB
'97 RAM 1500 SLT SWB
'97 RAM 1500 SLT SWB
'97 RAM 1500 SPORT SWB
'97 RAM 1500 SLT SWB
'97 RAM 1500 SPORT SWB
'97 RAM 1500 CLUB CAB
'97 RAM 1500 CLUB CAB
'97 RAM 1500 C SOLD
'97 CHEROKEE SPORT 4DR
'97 CHEROKEE SOLD '
'97 GRAND CHEROKEE LAREDO
'97 GRAND CHEROKEE LAREDO
'97 GRAND CHEROKEE LIMITED
'97 GRAND CHE• sou) ITED
'97 GRAND CHEROKEE LIMITED

BRIGHT JADE
FLAME RED
RADIANT RED
BRIGHT WHITE
BLACK
EMERALD
RADIANT RED
FLAME RED
CHESTNUT/DRIFT
BRIGHT WHITE
BLACK
FLAME RED
FLAME RED
STONE WHITE
EMERALD
AMETHYST
MOSS GREEN
PLATINUM
WHITE
FLAME RED

The Only
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In Western, Ky.

Cain's1
CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH•DODGE•JEEP•EAGLE

Hwy. 641 N. • Murray

753-6448

Good Selection

$1500
While They Last!
A Huge Group

$1000

smoo

Golf Sweatshirts
Banded Bottom Knits

slOw
s2500

Belts
Shoes

All Remaining

Jeans

A Large Assortment of Great Brands'

Young Men's

Tops
$1500

$2OM

T-Shirts
Calvin Klein & More!

$

10
00

LADIES DEPARTMENT
All Ladies
Dresses ,
Tops
As Low As

$15°°

$1500
51500

All Pants & Skirts
1 Rack

$3995
Values to $350 Only

40% Off
Jackets
s995
All Junior Merchandise

Faux Fur

PLUS...
LOTS MORE!
SALE STARTS TOMORROW AT 9 A.M.
DOWNTOWN • MURRAY

